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Executive Summary
A.

Introduction

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit
group of electric utilities, state governments, public interest groups, and
industry representatives committed to bringing affordable, energy-efficient
products and services to the marketplace. The Drive Power Initiative (the
Initiative) is a market transformation venture funded by the Alliance and
administered by the Electric League of the Pacific Northwest (the
League). The League began work on the Initiative in January 1999, and
their renewed contract is to continue through December 31, 2003. Pacific
Energy Associates, Inc. (PEA) was the evaluation contractor for the
Initiative through April 2001. The contract was then transferred to
Currents Consulting, under the management of Jennifer Stout in May
2001.
This report comprises the fourth Market Progress Evaluation Report
(MPER) on the Initiative and covers the period February 2001 through
May 2002.

B.

Drive Power Initiative Objectives and Services

The Drive Power Initiative has three core areas of service: Electric Motor
Management (EMM), motor systems efficiency, and marketing and
administration of training for compressed air and pumping systems.
Initiative Objectives
The Initiative’s primary objectives are to:
1. Increase the overall efficiency of the motor fleet and motor
systems in the region.
2. Influence end-users’ repair/replace decision making such that they
plan ahead and consider operating costs in their decisions.
3. Help shops improve their repair practices and expand their motor
management services.
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4. Market and deliver the regional Compressed Air Challenge (CAC)
and Pumping System Assessment Tool (PSAT) training.
Initiative Methods
To meet the program objectives, the Initiative uses the following methods:
•

Implementing a broad end-user education program, including
motor management seminars, a newsletter, a tool kit, motor
database software (EM2), and a web site.

•

Deploying field consultants to work one-on-one with end-users and
develop success stories.

•

Leveraging program success stories and information through
publication in various media.

•

Helping motor service centers to improve their repair practices by
providing a repair spec and other support, and expand motor
management services.

•

Coordinating efforts with trade associations, utilities, and energyrelated organizations and agencies.

•

Conducting training for the CAC and PSAT.

C.

Summary of Initiative Activities

Below is a brief overview of Initiative progress through May 2002.
Market effects are discussed in the following section.
One-on-One End-User Work and Success Stories
•

Through May 2002, the field consultants have worked one-on-one
with 151 motor users and 36 motor service centers.

•

Among the 129 motor users for which data on numbers of motors
were available, 105 or 64% have over 250 motors or over 20
motors of 50 horsepower or more, the target size for the Initiative.
This portion may change as more data are available.
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•

Among 151 motor users, 9% (13) have resulted in formal success
stories of lasting change to motor management practices (see
Market Transformation Effects, below, for more detail). Based on
assessments by the field consultants, another 18% (27) have
excellent potential to make change, and 31% have fair to good
potential.

Motor Service Centers (MSCs)
•

Field consultants have met with 36 MSCs.

•

Personnel from thirty-nine shops have attended seminars.

•

In May 2002, MotorTracker was initiated on a pilot basis with ten
MSCs. MotorTracker is a marketing package designed to help
MSCs expand their service offerings, particularly motor
management database services. It includes a marketing poster and
brochures and the EM2 database software.

Electric Motor Management (EMM) Seminars
•

In early 2001, the Initiative team made substantial improvements
to the seminars. The original seminar (referred to here as Version
I) was given fourteen times through the end of 2000. The
improved seminar (Version II) has been given 24 times through
May 2002.

•

These 38 seminars have been attended by over 400 organizations
of which about three-quarters were motor users. Among attending
motor users, 58% were industrial.

•

Based on exit surveys, it was estimated that attending industrial
motor users represent about 97,000 motors, or nearly 20% of the
Northwest fleet total. This is a significant penetration in the
industrial sector.

Marketing of the Success Stories
In a new direction for marketing and publicity of EMM and the success
stories, the Initiative is working with trade associations in concrete and
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aggregate, food processing, pulp and paper, and wood products. Staff
have already made significant progress with concrete and aggregate
associations. The Initiative also plans to use associations as a venue for a
shorter version of the motor management seminar.
Motor Management Tool Kit
The tool kit has been significantly improved over time: the number of
items has been reduced to streamline the kit; the marketing brochure has
been reworked and upgraded; copies of the success stories are included,
and; the EM2 software has been completed. Through May 2002, 158
copies the EM2 database software had been distributed to individuals
representing 88 motor users, eleven repair shops, four utilities, and ten
other interested parties.
Motor Systems Pilot
Despite diligent efforts by the League, work with the first motor systems
pilot customer was substantially delayed and then recently suspended
because of institutional and political issues. They have now identified a
new prospect and plan to complete a technical audit by the end of 2002.
CAC and PSAT
The Initiative team now has responsibility for marketing and
implementing Compressed Air Challenge (CAC) and Pumping System
Assessment (PSAT) training courses. Three CAC courses are scheduled
for October 2002 and another in November 2002. As of the final date of
this report, two of three had been held. Registration was slow at the outset
and while total numbers of registrants were ultimately fairly high, there
were relatively few end-users particularly at the Kent training (four among
33 individual attendees).
There were eleven end-users among 21
attendees at the Boise training probably in large part because Idaho Power
was quite active in personally marketing the seminar to end-users.
Three PSAT courses are planned for early 2003, but specific dates have
not been set. More information on the CAC and PSAT training will be
reported on in MPER #5.
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D.

Market Transformation Effects

The following section focuses on changes in motor management practices
among motor users who have attended the seminars and/or worked with
the field consultants. While end-users’ increasing attention to energy
efficiency is probably due in part to recent rate increases and the economic
downturn, analysis of field data indicates that the Initiative is clearly
playing a role in motivating and helping end-users to improve their motor
management practices.
One-on-One End-User Work
Table ES-1, below, summarizes the potential of motor users to make
substantial and lasting changes to their motor management practice.
These assessments were done by the field consultants for the 151 motor
users with whom they have worked directly.
Table ES-1: Potential for Motor Management Practice Changes
N = 151
POTENTIAL FOR
PRACTICE CHANGE

NONE

WEAK

FAIR TO
GOOD

EXCELLENT

FORMAL SUCCESS STORY

20%

23%

31%

18%

9%

(30)

(34)

(47)

(27)

(9 finalized; 2 more finalized
but have since closed; 2 in
draft)

As shown, 9% (13) have resulted in formal written success stories
(although two plants have since shut down). Another 18% (27) have
excellent potential for change, and 31% have fair to good potential.
More detail on actual changes made (beyond what are reported in the
success stories) will be available when the new end-user database is
completed by the Initiative team (see Recommendations below).
The following is additional detail on the status of the success stories:
•

Four stories describe substantial practice change and substantial
quantified savings.
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•

Five stories describe substantial practice changes but the savings
reported are modest. For example, savings may be reported for
only one motor.
This is usually because changes, such as
establishing a motor database, are so recent that analysis and
changes to actions at time of motor failure have only begun.

•

Two success stories are in draft form.

•

Two plants that were the topic of success stories have closed.

•

Two of the success stories include motor service center
involvement in providing services and/or changing their practices.

Data on practice change is also being gathered from the evaluators’
surveys of motor users working the field consultants. In a phone survey
conducted in early 2001 with 22 participants, 41% reported making one or
more changes to their motor management practices. Further surveys are to
be conducted.
Motor Management Practice Change from the Seminars
Seminars appear to be having a substantial impact on end-users’ motor
management practices.
Forty-seven motor users were surveyed by
Internet about three months after attending the Version II seminar. Eightyeight percent reported making at least one practice change. This compares
to 79% in the phone surveys conducted for MPER #3.
Table ES-2, below, shows more detail on practice changes reported by
attendees of the Version II seminar. As shown, between 45% and 66% of
users said they have changed their use of, started using, or are going to
use specific tools or practices discussed in the seminars. The highest
percentage was for operating costs, which was a key seminar concept.
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Table ES-2: Motor Management Practices Since Attending Seminar
TOOL OR PRACTICE

PRACTICE CHANGE SINCE ATTENDING SEMINARS
CHANGED

STARTED
USING

OR
INCREASED
USE

GOING TO
USE

ALREADY
USING

TOTAL

OPERATING COSTS

9%

19%

38%

66%

13%

COMPUTERIZED MOTORS
DATABASE

6%

19%

38%

63%

19%

W RITTEN GUIDELINES FOR
REPAIR/REPLACE DECISIONS

11%

6%

34%

51%

26%

PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

11%

7%

29%

47%

47%

8%

4%

35%

47%

38%

10%

5%

30%

45%

40%

MOTOR LOAD READINGS OR
OTHER DIAGNOSTICS
PLAN FOR CRITICAL MOTORS
W HEN THEY FAIL

Analysis of the exit surveys for fourteen Version II seminars also provides
information on motor management practices. The surveys asked attendees
if they are already using particular practices and for those who are not, the
likelihood they will adopt those practices as a result of attending the
seminar. Table ES-3, below, shows these results.
Table ES-3: Motor Management Practices
MOTOR MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

PERCENT USING

LIKELIHOOD OF ADOPTING
(1=LOW 5=HIGH)

CONSIDER OPERATING COSTS?

53%

4.5

HAVE REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINES?

22%

4.0

USE MOTOR REPAIR SPECIFICATION

22%

4.0

HAVE MOTOR DATABASE?

48%

4.2
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There are two notable differences between the Internet follow-up survey
responses and the exit survey responses. Only 13% of Internet survey
respondents said they were already using operating costs before attending
the seminar, while 53% of exit survey respondents said they already were.
Similarly, 19% of Internet survey respondents said they were already
using a motor database, while 48% of exit survey respondents said they
were.
We believe that the exit surveys reflect the immediate enthusiasm for the
concepts presented, while the later Internet surveys gather information on
the reality of consistently putting the actual practices in place. There may
also be differences because of the way the questions were asked. One
thing is certain – the two concepts of using operating costs for motor
decisions or having a functional and complete motor management
database are not simple. For example, in phone surveys for the MPER #3,
motor users would say they had a database but then say they software they
used was maintenance software that rarely or ever has the attributes
needed for effective decisions about motor failure.

E.

Motor Decisions Matter

The evaluation team for Drive Power is also assessing the impact of the
Motor Decisions Matter (MDM) campaign in the Pacific Northwest.
Evaluation activities include reviewing MDM materials, asking end-users
and shops about MDM awareness, conducting interviews with program
sponsors, and tracking national data collected by MDM’s public relations
firm Kupper Parker Communications (KPC).
National Results
Highlights reported by KPC include: 8,000 web site hits; 1.5 million
exposures to individuals of MDM information; 58 citations in 36
publications; and 1,000 downloads of the MDM motor planning kit.
Review of the MDM Motor Planning Kit and Web Site
The Motor Planning Kit could start out with a stronger call to action and
use more color, graphics, and photographs. The MDM web site audience
could be better defined and messages and materials more deliberately
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tailored. Links for the tool kit materials need to be in one place, and links
updated.
MDM Sponsor Interviews
Eighteen MDM sponsors were interviewed (about half of the total). Key
findings included:
•

Sponsors’ view of MDM objectives was varied and not always
aligned with MDM’s campaign objectives.

•

Sponsors could take a more active role in MDM, at least to become
familiar with the campaign materials.

•

The metrics being used to gauge program progress should be
agreed upon by the sponsors and reported to them regularly in a
form that helps them see the results of their support.

•

Many MDM sponsors are interested in increased sales of NEMA
Premium motors and this should be one of the major metrics of the
campaign.

•

Specific sponsor recommendations: develop motor management
training seminars; prepare financial “success stories,” and; provide
links on the MDM web site to already published journal articles on
MDM.

F.

Key Recommendations

The Drive Power Initiative has made substantial progress, and end-users
are making concrete improvements to their motor management practices.
Highlights of program accomplishment include:
•

Field consultants have met with 151 motor users and distributed
about 160 copies of the EM2 motor management database
software. Thirteen motor management success stories have been
developed. Field consultants believe that another 27 end-users
have excellent potential to make concrete and substantial practice
changes.
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•

Motor end-users who have attended the 38 seminars given to date
represent an estimated 20% of the total Northwest motor fleet.
Based on surveys, 45 to 66% of seminar attendees say they
changed their use of, started using, or are going to use specific
tools or practices discussed in the seminars.

•

Field consultants have met with 36 motor service centers. The
MotorTracker marketing package was developed and is being
piloted with ten shops.

•

A motor systems pilot participant has been identified and the
technical audit is to be completed by the end of 2002.

The following are our prioritized recommendations for further improving
the Initiative’s management and market impact.
Several additional
recommendations are provided in Section IV in the body of the report.
Recommendation: Create a Specific Workplan Including an
Exit Strategy
Initiative and Alliance staff need to work together to create a work plan
covering goals and remaining work through 2003, exit strategy, and what
happens after 2003. Areas to cover would include one-on-one end-user
work, EM2 software, seminars, MotorTracker, and market infrastructure.
Recommendation: Improve Program Tracking
The Initiative staff are presently compiling an end-user database using
Microsoft Access. The evaluation team has provided recommendations on
the data required for tracking market progress and estimating energy
savings. The trip report form should be revised to include these data.
Field consultants should see this data collection as an essential task. Trip
reports need to be posted regularly on the web site and labeled
consistently.
Recommendation: Update Existing Success Stories and Get
More in the Pipeline
Update the older success stories to document further progress (and
hopefully additional savings). Consider providing an estimate of potential
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energy savings from optimal practices and motor replacement over time.
Get more stories in the pipeline as a number show modest savings so far,
and two facilities covered by success stories have closed.
Recommendation: Take the Most Motivated End-Users to the
Next Level
Field consultants need to focus on creating lasting and in-depth practice
change with high potential motor users. This should be included in the
work plan. In-depth work could include using their motor databases to
create repair/replace guidelines and creating a plan for critical motors that
will reduce costs and downtime. Limit new end-user contacts to specific
requests.
Recommendation: Provide Targeted Funding After 2003
Targeted Alliance funding beyond 2003 could be key in continuing market
transformation momentum. Other sources of funding should also be
explored. If funding stopped altogether, valuable tools and infrastructure
could be left without critical support, specifically: the EM2 software that
has been distributed to almost 160 individuals; MotorTracker; seminars;
and work in motor systems.
Recommendation:
Consider Offering a Seminar on
MotorTracker for Motor Service Centers, and an
Advanced Seminar for Motor Users
If MotorTracker is expanded from a pilot, offer seminars to shops
(including pilot participants) on using EM2, and marketing and selling
MotorTracker services.
Continue to offer and improve the existing end-user seminars (see Section
II of the report for current suggested improvements). If trade associations
become the main venue, make sure the selected association can draw the
numbers and types of end-users that are in alignment with the Initiative’s
goals, and that the seminars are not “preaching to the choir” of end-users
that already have good motor management in place. Another potential
concern could be whether a shortened seminar version will be as effective.
Participant exit surveys will help assess these issues.
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Consider offering an advance electric motor management seminar
targeting to end-users with a completed EM2 or MM+ database. Topics
could include: using a database to create a decision guideline and plan for
critical motors; proper sizing of motors including considering motor
replacement prior to failure; operational changes to reduce motor energy
costs, and; an introduction to mapping and optimizing motor systems with
strong cross marketing of PSAT and CAC. This will deepen practice
change and probably also result in more strong success stories.
Recommendation: Update the Drive Power Web Site
The key recommendation is to increase coverage of success stories. There
are brief paragraphs on four success stories and only one link to a full PDF
file. Four of the success stories are not provided. Also noted was that the
Alliance web site has links to two stories, while the Motor Decisions
Matter web site links to four. A second recommendation is to include a
mechanism on the web site to track frequency of hits.
Recommendation: Increase Alliance Involvement in the Motor
Systems Pilot
Work with the first motor systems pilot customer was substantially
delayed and then recently suspended because of institutional and political
issues. The League worked diligently and adeptly to overcome these
issues, but it might have been helpful if the Alliance were more involved.
The League has now identified and is working with another promising
candidate.
Recommendation: Add Two Tools to the EMM Tool Kit
Add the following to the EMM Tool Kit:
•

Operating Cost Tools: The importance of motor operating costs
and how to estimate them could be covered more clearly in the tool
kit. We recommend pulling some of the seminar materials on this
topic into a tool kit piece.

•

Sample Repair/Replace Guidelines: We recommend providing a
written description of how to formulate a repair/replace guideline,
along with several examples.
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Recommendation: Involve EMM Field Consultants and Utilities
Earlier in Personally Marketing Compressed Air
Challenge (CAC) and Pumping System Assessment Tool
(PSAT) to End-Users
Personal contacts (i.e. visiting or calling end-users directly) are key to
marketing CAC and PSAT. Field consultants are critical in this and so too
are the utilities. Field consultants were asked to market the trainings, but
it appears that their efforts were somewhat uneven and late in coming. It
would be helpful if they were allocated several hours specifically for
marketing a seminar in their area, and were encouraged to consider the
marketing an integral part of their activities. They also could benefit from
specific direction on how to effectively market to both utilities and endusers. Direction could include when to make contacts, whom to talk to,
and what information and messages to convey.
Recommendation: MDM Could Work More Closely with Their
Sponsors and Vice Versa
The following are key recommendations on MDM:
•

The MDM campaign implementers need to provide sponsors a
regular summary of MDM activities, outcomes, and measured
successes based on agreed upon metrics, one of them being sales of
efficient motors.

•

MDM sponsors could be taking a more active role in MDM, at
least to familiarize themselves and their staff with the campaign by
reviewing the web site and other campaign materials.

•

See Appendix C for other recommendations made by sponsors for
improvements.
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I. Introduction
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (the Alliance) is a non-profit
group of electric utilities, state governments, public interest groups, and
industry representatives committed to bringing affordable, energy-efficient
products and services to the marketplace. The Drive Power Initiative (the
Initiative) is a market transformation venture funded by the Alliance and
administered by the Electric League of the Pacific Northwest (the
League). The League began work on the Initiative in January 1999, and
their renewed contract is to continue through December 31, 2003. Pacific
Energy Associates, Inc. (PEA) was the evaluation contractor for the
Initiative through April 2001. The contract was then transferred to
Currents Consulting under the management of Jennifer Stout in May 2001.
This report comprises the fourth Market Progress Evaluation Report
(MPER) on the Initiative and covers the period February 2001 through
May 2002.

A.

Drive Power Initiative Objectives and Services

The Drive Power Initiative has three core areas of service – Electric Motor
Management (EMM), motor systems efficiency, and administration of
compressed air and pumping system training. The Initiative’s primary
objectives are to:
1. Increase the overall efficiency of the motor fleet and motor
systems in the region.
2. Influence end-users’ repair/replace decision-making such that they
plan ahead and consider operating costs in their decisions.
3. Help shops improve their repair practices and expand their motor
management services.
4. Market and deliver the regional Compressed Air Challenge (CAC)
and Pumping System Assessment Tool (PSAT) training (the latter
beginning in Spring 2003).
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B.

Drive Power Initiative Staffing, Tools and
Methods

Staffing
Field Consultants: There are four field consultants, each covering a
distinct region (Oregon, Western Washington, Eastern Washington, and
Idaho/Montana). Their responsibilities include the following:
•

Work one-on-one with end-users to improve their motor
management practices and facilitate better communication with
their motor service centers;

•

Work one-on-one with motor service centers on technical and
business development;

•

Help market, coordinate, and teach motor management seminars;
and

•

Design program tools and materials such as the EM2 software and
seminar materials.

Other Program Personnel: Six other part-time staff handle a broad array
of tasks: strategic direction, program marketing and educational materials,
and day-to-day implementation and administration.
Tools
Tool Kit: A tool kit includes information on the EMM program services,
motor management tools (e.g., charts on horsepower thresholds for motor
repair/replace decisions), the sample repair specification, and technical
background information.
Database Software: Motor database software called EM2 allows better
management of in-service motors and spares through good record keeping
on motor size, type, and application, as well as operating conditions and
hours. EM2 helps users make case-by-case repair/replace decisions that
consider operating costs. It is designed to be simpler and easier to use
than MotorMaster+. EM2 compatibility with a PalmPilot allows for
direct electronic data entry in the field and synchronizing with the main
database. It is provided at no charge, and field consultants are available to
help with installation and training.
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Marketing Package: MotorTracker is a marketing package designed to
help motor service centers expand their offerings, particularly for motor
management database services. It consists of promotional brochures and a
poster that can be displayed in the participating shop, as well as motor tags
describing operating costs for a typical motor – both annual and over a
lifetime (see Appendix D for a picture of the tag). The shop also receives a
copy of the EM2 motor management database software. To participate,
the shop must agree that it will calculate the operating cost of each motor
serviced, put the operating costs on the MotorTracker tag, and affix the tag
to the motor.
Methods
To meet the program objectives, the Initiative uses the following methods:
•

Implementing a broad end-user education program including motor
management seminars, a newsletter, a tool kit, motor database
software (EM2), and a web site.

•

Deploying four field consultants to work one-on-one with endusers and develop success stories to publicize.

•

Executing a pilot demonstration of motor system and other end-use
efficiency improvements.

•

Working with motor service centers on improving repair methods,
integrating motor operating costs into repair/ replace decisions, and
expanding motor management services through MotorTracker and
related support mechanisms.

•

Working cooperatively with other entities such as trade
associations, utilities, state and federal offices of energy, and
organizations such as the Consortium for Energy Efficiency to
combine efforts and work together wherever possible.

•

Conducting training, taught by seasoned instructors, for the CAC
and PSAT (four training sessions for CAC will be delivered in the
latter half of 2002, and planning for PSAT in spring 2003 is
underway).
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C.

MPER #4 – Scope and Purpose of This Report

This fourth MPER builds on the first three. Its purposes are to:
1. Document “early indicators” of program progress: delivery of
services; positive feedback from motor users and shops; and
growth in awareness of optimum motor management practices.
2. Document “progressive indicators” of program progress:
motor users and shops make practice changes; shops improve
repair practices and expand services, and; motor users plan ahead
for and use operating costs in motor decisions.
3. Make program recommendations to improve future Initiative
strategy, effectiveness, and activities.
4. Describe Motor Decisions Matter findings related to overall
awareness, perceptions, and impact of MDM in the Northwest.
Detailed recommendations on CAC and PSAT training will be included in
MPER #5 as evaluation forms and surveys of attendees have yet to be
performed.
To complete MPER #4, the evaluators conducted the following activities:
•

Two rounds of follow-up Internet surveys of seminar attendees.

•

Analysis of attendee exit surveys from seventeen motor seminars.

•

Interviews with
consultants.

•

Attendance at two Initiative staff team meetings.

•

Attendance at two motor management seminars.

•

Review of field consultant trip reports from end-user and shop
visits conducted June 2001 through May 2002.

•

Ride-alongs with three of the four field consultants.

•

Review of the MotorTracker materials.
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•

Review of the League’s marketing plan for 2001-02.

•

Review of the League’s statement of work associated with their
contract through 2003.
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II. Initiative Progress
A.

Introduction

In the Executive Summary, the Initiative’s activities, accomplishments,
and market effects were summarized. The reader should refer to the
Executive Summary for an overview.
This section describes the Initiative’s activities and progress in detail,
weaving in relevant data on market effects as well as recommendations.
The subsections are:
•

One-on-one work with motor users and resulting success stories

•

Work with motor service centers

•

Motor management seminars

•

Motor management tool kit

•

Compressed Air Challenge (CAC)
Assessment Tool (PSAT) training

and Pumping

System

The section ends with summary table that includes: 1) Initiative activities;
2) market effects; and 3) recommendations.

B.

Detailed Description of Initiative Activities

One-on-One Work With Motor Users and Resulting Success
Stories
A primary approach of the Initiative is to have field consultants provide
one-on-one technical support to motor users in the region. Resulting
“success stories” are publicized through trade publications, news and
advertising media, presentations, and program materials so as to influence
the practices of other motor users and service centers.
Through May 2002, the field consultants made in-person visits with 151
motor users, and worked one-on-one with many of them to help them
improve their motor management practices. The subsections below cover
the following topics related to this one-on-one work:
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•

Potential for motor management practice change among these
motor users

•

Success stories

•

Marketing of success stories

•

Number, types, and geographic distribution of motor users

•

Motor user targeting

•

Documentation of site visits

Potential for Motor Management Practice Change
Table 1, below, summarizes the potential of motor users to make
substantial and lasting changes to their motor management practices based
on assessments done by the field consultants for the 151 motor users with
whom they have worked directly. As shown in the table, 9% (13) have
resulted in formal success stories of lasting change to motor management
practices (see Market Transformation Effects below for more detail).
Another 18% (27) have excellent potential to make change, and 31% have
fair to good potential.
Table 1: Potential for Motor Management Practice Changes
N = 151
POTENTIAL FOR
PRACTICE CHANGE

NONE

WEAK

FAIR TO
GOOD

EXCELLENT

FORMAL SUCCESS STORY

20%

23%

31%

18%

9%

(30)

(34)

(47)

(27)

(9 finalized; 2 more finalized
but have since closed; 2 in
draft)

Success Stories
The following is a brief summary of the status of the thirteen success
stories completed through May 2002:
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•

Four stories describe substantial practice change and substantial
quantified savings.

•

Five stories describe substantial practice changes but have not yet
resulted in large savings. This is usually because changes, such as
establishing a motor database, are so recent that analysis and
changes to actions at time of motor failure have only begun.

•

Two success stories are in draft form.

•

Two plants that were the topic of success stories have shut down.

Table 2 briefly describes just the five success stories prepared since the
last MPER. This includes several that are in draft form, due out in fall
2002. The remaining four stories not described below are covered in
MPER #3 (Woodgrain Millwork, Kaiser Aluminum, Enterprise Lumber,
and Washington State Capitol). More detail on the publicity of the
success stories is provided the section on marketing below.
Table 2: End-User Success Stories
FIRM NAME

TYPE

ACTION TAKEN

ENERGY AND NON-ENERGY
BENEFITS

ASH GROVE CEMENT
AND RIVERSIDE
ELECTRIC

Cement and Lime
Manufacturing

Integrated motor operating costs
into R/R decisions and adopted
EMM repair spec.
Riverside Electric purchased
core loss tester for pre- and
post-repair testing per EMM
spec.

Replaced 700 HP motor with
damaged core; annual energy
savings of $5,000.
Riverside sees core loss tester
and other diagnostic
equipment as key to business
growth.

CROWN PACIFIC
LUMBER

Wood Products

Used EM2 to inventory 450
motors. Using operating costs
in decisions.

Replaced compressed air
system; motor saving $3,400
per year (operating efficiency
increased from 89% to 96%).
With SAV-AIR’s help, reduced
compressors from two to one.

Purchased logger to size motors.

KENNEWICK
W ASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT

Wastewater
Treatment

Adopted EMM spec and found
motor shop that could comply.
Used MM+ to inventory 95
motors; completed census of
total motor population.

Estimated annual energy
savings of $4,500 from quality
repair work on eight motors
between 40 and 150 HP.
Continued
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FIRM NAME

TYPE

ACTION TAKEN

ENERGY AND NON-ENERGY
BENEFITS

ELLENSBURG
W ASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT

Wastewater
Treatment

Used MM+ to inventory 80
motors (range of ½ to 100 HP).
Used MM+ to decide to replace
rather than rewind at least one
50 HP motor.

Replacement of existing 50 HP
saved an estimated $110 per
year with immediate payback.

ATLAS FOUNDRY
AND CENTER
ELECTRIC

Manufacturer of
Steel Cast Parts

Used EM2 to create database of
80 largest motors. Plans to
add 70 more.

Motor database services will be
one of several new services for
Center Electric.
Analysis recently led to reduction
from two to one compressor.

DRAFT : BOEING,
KENT, WA PLANT

Aerospace

Using EM2 to create 500-motor
database by end 2002.

Example: $300 savings per year
on replacement of 75 HP
oversized motor with premium
efficiency motor.

DRAFT : PLUM
CREEK TIMBER
COMPANY

Wood Products

Used EM2 to create 750-motor
inventory.
Using EMM spec to help ensure
motor efficiency retention by
their repair shops.

Eliminated two processes saving
over $70,000 annually.
Used EM2 to determine
processing costs per log.

DRAFT : ALDER
CREEK LUMBER

Wood products

Used EM2 to create full motor
inventory.

Savings data still in process.

DRAFT : JR SIMPLOT

Chemicals

Draft due out fall 2002.

Draft due out fall 2002.

While several of the success stories show relatively small savings so far,
this is usually because changes, such as establishing a motor database, are
relatively recent so analysis and changes to actions at time of motor failure
have only begun. It is important to note that change in motor management
practices – both for individual end-users and for the market as a whole – is
inherently incremental and slow. Substantial and sustainable change may
take two years or more. For example, setting up an electronic motor
management database can itself be a substantial undertaking for a plant
whose staff is already pressed for time.
End-users clearly intend to continue to improve their motor management
practices, so savings should continue to grow over time. There is also
evidence in the trip reports of more changes being made. More detail will
be available when the new end-users database is completed by the
Initiative team.
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The success stories also describe a number of valuable “aha!” experiences
by end-users.
Examples include an individual who discovered that
operating one 250 HP motor was costing as much per year as his salary,
and a shop that realized investing in a core loss tester was a key to
business growth. These changes are themselves successes.
We have the following suggestions for strengthening the stories as the
Initiative continues and maximizing their marketing impact:
•

If possible for future success stories, identify more dramatic energy
and costs savings from the get go that are directly related to motor
management (of the magnitude of those at Ash Grove Cement).

•

Update existing stories to document further progress, particularly
in the area of energy savings. Four currently describe replacement
of just a single motor (e.g., Woodgrain). Work with end-users
further to identify opportunities including proactive motor
replacement before failure where appropriate.

•

Update projects that were still in a preliminary stage when the
stories were prepared (e.g., Washington State facilities and Atlas
Foundry/Center Electric).

•

Consider providing an estimate of potential energy savings from
eventual replacement of a plant’s largest motors with energy
efficient ones. While this should be done carefully, with all the
necessary caveats, it could give the reader a better sense of the
magnitude of potential savings over time.

•

While the Drive Power team could not have predicted the closure
of the Kaiser or Enterprise Lumber facilities, these stories limit the
appeal of the case studies and preclude follow-up work for more
substantial savings.

•

Based on survey results and discussions with the field consultants,
other cases of practice improvements have not yet been formally
reported. Initiative staff is compiling a much-needed database to
document these activities. This may put more success stories in
the pipeline.
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Marketing of Success Stories
The best success stories (e.g., Ashgrove Cement and Woodgrain
Millwork), as well as other information on EMM, are being publicized
through the general media, technical journals, and trade association
publications. Table 3, below, lists the media coverage so far. Material has
also been sent to an additional 21 journals and newspapers, and to twelve
trade publications.
Table 3: Media Coverage of Success Stories
MAGAZINE OR
NEWSPAPER

STATE

CIRCULATION

COEUR D'ALENE PRESS

ID

17,303

Article on EMM

March 2002

THE DALLES DAILY CHRONICLE

OR

4,957

Article on EMM

February 2002

ENERGY DECISIONS (ONLINE)

N/A

N/A

Article on EMM

March 2002

National

60,000

Uses Woodgrain
piece; targeted at
executive level

May

US INDUSTRY TODAY

DESCRIPTION OF
ITEM PUBLISHED

DATE OF ITEM
PUBLISHED

MONTANA ASSOCIATION OF
GENERAL CONTRACTORS –
NEWSLETTER

MT

Article on EMM and
Ashgrove success
story

June-July 2002 issue

OREGON CONCRETE AND
AGGREGATE PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION – NEWSLETTER

OR

Article on EMM and
Ashgrove Cement
success story

June-July 2002 Issue

IDAHO ASSOCIATION OF
GENERAL CONTRACTORS –
NEWSLETTER

ID

To be determined

Planned for fall 2002

IDAHO CONCRETE AND
AGGREGATE PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION

ID

To be determined

Has requested an
article

National

To be determined

Planned for fall 2002

AMERICAN CONCRETE
ASSOCIATION – NEWSLETTER

The Initiative is working increasingly with trade associations that
represent the following target sectors: concrete and aggregate producers,
food processors, pulp and paper, and wood products. Its staff has already
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made significant progress with the Northwest concrete and aggregate
producers associations and other associations with concrete divisions (i.e.,
general contractors). Articles highlighting the Ash Grove success story
appear in the June/July issues of two association newsletters (see above).
The field consultants are planning to present at the Oregon and
Washington Concrete and Aggregate Producers Association Conference
in Vancouver, Washington, in early November 2002. The Initiative also
plans to use associations as a venue for a shorter version of the motor
management seminar. This is discussed further below.
Number, Types, and Geographic Distribution of Motor Users
Contacted
As shown in Tables 4 and 5, below, the 151 motor users who have been
contacted by the field consultants represent a diversity of industries and
geographic locations (each field consultant covers a portion of the
Northwest).
Table 4: Motor Users by Industry
INDUSTRY TYPE

NUMBER OF USERS

PERCENT OF TOTAL

PULP AND PAPER

12

8%

W OOD PRODUCTS

36

24%

3

2%

FOOD PROCESSING

35

23%

W ATER/WASTEWATER/IRRIGATION

14

9%

MINING/MINERALS

7

5%

PRIMARY METALS

4

3%

CHEMICALS

1

1%

AEROSPACE

3

2%

OTHER INDUSTRY

25

17%

INSTITUTIONAL & COMMERCIAL

11

7%

151

100%

PETROLEUM

TOTAL
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Table 5: Motor Users by Geographic Region
GEOGRAPHIC REGION

NUMBER OF USERS

PERCENT OF TOTAL

EASTERN W ASHINGTON

39

26%

W ESTERN W ASHINGTON

42

28%

OREGON

40

26%

IDAHO

23

15%

4

3%

3

2%

151

100%

W ESTERN MONTANA
NEVADA

1

TOTAL

The diversity in industries generally reflects the market. The make up of
the motor users also reflects field consultants’ judgments of which motor
users best match the target profile (i.e., possessing characteristics
indicating high savings potential); and their pursuing leads for additional
reasons such as end-user interest, a referral by a utility or other source, or
previous work with the end-user. The issue of targeting is discussed
further in the next section.
Motor User Targeting
Based on a market analysis performed in the first MPER, the evaluation
team recommended that the Initiative target medium (2 to 10 MW) and
large (over 10 MW) end-users that have few motor management practices
in place and are generally receptive to improvement. End-users in these
size categories would probably have at least 250 motors or at least 20
motors over 50 horsepower, where maximum savings and efficiencies can
be achieved.
Data on the number of motors were available for 129 of the 151 end-users
contacted through May 2002. The bottom row of Table 6, below the

1

These site visits took place early in the program at the specific request of
PacifiCorp.
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double line, shows the percentages of end-users had fewer than 250
motors or less than 20 motors of 50 HP or greater:
Table 6: Size of End-user in Terms of Numbers of Motors
NUMBER OF
MOTORS

END-USERS
CONTACTED
THROUGH MAY
2
2000

END-USERS
CONTACTED
JUNE 2000
THROUGH
3
JANUARY 2001

END-USERS
CONTACTED
FEBRUARY
2001 THROUGH
MAY 2002

TOTAL ENDUSERS

21

7

29

57

250 TO 449

7

1

9

17

100 TO 249

5

4

16

25

13

4

13

30

FEWER THAN 250, BUT
20 OR MORE OF 50
4
HP OR GREATER

4

3

2

9

5

9

7

6

22

55

23

73

151

500 OR MORE

FEWER THAN 100

NO DATA AVAILABLE
TOTAL
FEWER THAN 250

14 (25%)

5 (22%)

27 (37%)

46 (30%)

MOTORS AND FEWER
THAN 20 MOTORS OF
50 HP OR GREATER

As shown above, the proportion of end-users that have fewer than 250
motors and fewer than 20 motors of 50 horsepower or greater continues to
be relatively high, although the fact that the proportion of smaller end-

2

Numbers differ slightly from those in the MPER #3 because more data were
available for this current report.

3

Ibid.

4

More end-users may fall into this category, but data were not provided in the field
consultants’ trip reports to make this determination.

5

More data on the number of motors was obtained for this MPER than for the
second MPER because additional trip reports had been completed by the field
consultants.
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users increases over the time periods may only reflect the fact that the pool
of larger motor users that have not yet contacted is growing smaller over
time. Notwithstanding this, we continue to recommend focusing on the
larger end-users with the most potential for change in order to maximize
the Initiative’s energy savings impacts and make the most efficient use of
field consultants’ time.
However, we believe that at this stage it is even more important that the
field consultants continue to focus on converting “good prospect”
candidates already contacted into successes, and to further develop
existing successes.
Documentation of Site Visits
Although the field consultants have documented activities through trip
reports, systematic program tracking and reporting have been difficult
because of the lack of a complete end-user database in software program
that allows easy analysis.
The Initiative staff is now compiling a
Microsoft Access database and plan to input trip reports from the current
year; they expect to complete that work by Fall 2002. Recommendations
with respect to the program tracking issue are discussed in Section VI.
As recommended at the end of the MPER, the field consultants need to
more consistently record basic motor users data, including the total
number of motors, the number of motor over 50 horsepower, the number
of employees at the plan, etc. The evaluation team has provided a detailed
list of data elements needed for basic end-user tracking and energy savings
calculation. The trip report also needs to be revised to include these data.
Work with Motor Service Centers
The field consultants have met with 36 motor service centers (MSCs)
through May 2002. The Electric League’s 2001 work plan described the
following strategy for working with the MSCs:
1. Work with MSCs on business planning and development to help
them expand their services.
2. Continue to promote the high quality repair message.
3. Provide individualized shop assistance on request.
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4. Provide tools such as the repair specification and Motor Challenge
products.
Progress accomplished on each of these items is discussed below in the
following subsections:
Motor Service Center Business Development
The main reason the Drive Power Initiative is working on business
development with motor service centers is that the Initiative has long
recognized that motor service centers make up the critical, but largely
undeveloped backbone of a sustainable motor management services
market, and are thus vital to the success of the Initiative’s “exit” strategy.
That is, to sustain and expand change in motor management practices
beyond the end of the Initiative, the support of end-users’ shops is
essential. Based on market research conducted for the previous MPER,
the repair business is in decline and shops are looking for new business
opportunities; however, most shops need some support.
About a year ago, the Initiative was considering developing two “business
models” for motor services and then recruiting one large sophisticated
shop and one medium-sized shop to use the models as a tool to expand
their services. These business models would have illustrated the value of
these services and been applied to additional prospective motor service
centers. However, it was recognized that sophisticated approaches like
this are so rarely used by motor service centers, that it could not be
universally applied.
Instead, the League initiated the pilot MotorTracker program in May
2002, with ten shops. As described earlier, MotorTracker consists of
promotional brochures and a poster that can be displayed in the
participating shop, as well as motor tags describing operating costs for a
typical motor – both annual and over a lifetime (see Appendix D for a
picture of the tag). The shop also receives a copy of the EM2 motor
management database software. To participate, the shop must agree that it
will calculate the operating cost of each motor serviced, put the operating
costs on the MotorTracker tag, and affix the tag to the motor.
MotorTracker was ultimately selected as the pilot approach rather than
business models because it provides “down to earth” marketing materials
and tools for shops to use right away. Ultimately, whether or not
MotorTracker is a beneficial business tool will be proven through direct
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use. Field consultants are conducting follow-up visits with the pilot
participants to get feedback, respond to questions or concerns, and make
sure they are comfortable with the EM2 software.
The evaluation team will conduct follow-up interviews with the pilot
participants in late 2002 to assess their reaction to, and use of
MotorTracker. Based on the pilot participants’ responses and feedback,
the League will decide whether or not to revise the campaign, and whether
to expand it to all interested shops. At this point, the MotorTracker pilot
is in an experimental phase. But based on preliminary feedback from at
least three shops, MotorTracker is a useful tool for expanding services and
further developing end-user relationships.
Promotion of High Quality Repair
The Initiative’s message to shops has broadened from advocating quality
repairs to promoting sound, case-by-case repair/replace decisions, using
operating costs as a primary criterion. EM2 is being offered to shops as a
tool to calculate operating costs and help decide whether to repair or
replace. If the decision is to replace, then the software can also help
determine whether a standard or a NEMA premium motor makes
economic sense.
The field consultants especially emphasize to shops the importance of
making case-by-case repair/replace decisions. Early in the launch of
EMM, some motor service centers developed the impression that EMM
was advocating a blanket approach to repair/replace guidelines (i.e., a
certain horsepower cutoff) that could incorrectly bias decisions towards
replacement. Shops already facing a decline in repair business saw this as
a further threat. It is not clear how that impression developed, but concern
has been eased by field consultants’ ongoing efforts to meet with shops,
attend regional Electrical Apparatus Service Association (EASA)
meetings, and demonstrate EM2’s analytic capabilities for repair/replace
decisions.
Even as recently as a regional EASA meeting in May 2002, the field
consultants detected lingering concerns about this from shops. However,
based on observations by an evaluation team member at this meeting, the
field consultants’ presentation substantially reduced concerns.
Exit
surveys completed by attending EASA members rated the presentation on
EMM positively in contrast to the initially chilly reception only two hours
earlier. We recommend that the field consultants continue to attend EASA
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meetings and work with shops to defuse concerns by emphasizing
analytically-based decisions.
Individualized Shop Assistance
The field consultants are available and always willing to respond to shop
requests for assistance. Even though the program has not specified “cold
calls” as a marketing activity, the field consultants have visited 36 shops
through May 2002. The purposes of the visits have included introducing
shops to the EMM program and providing the repair specification. If
MotorTracker moves beyond the pilot stage, field consultants will
probably also be assisting shops with installation and training on EM2.
One motor service center expressed concern that their competitors would
“use” the field consultants to get training that would give them a
competitive advantage. The Initiative staff will need to consider how to
equitably provide shop support, and perhaps make their approach explicit
to help head off such incorrect impressions. One important signal will be
to make an expedient decision to expand MotorTracker from a pilot
program to a program offered to all shops so that the pilot shops are not
considered to have an unfair advantage. Another idea is to offer a seminar
specifically to motor service centers on business development and using
MotorTracker and EM2 once the offering has been more widely
publicized.
Field consultants continue to facilitate and strengthen relationships
between end-users and their shops. Two of the published success stories
describe shops working closely with end-users, and improving and
expanding their services as a result of the Initiative. (See description of
Atlas Foundry/Center Electric and Ash Grove Cement/Riverside Electric
in Table 2 above.) As with end-users, successes with shops should be
documented in the initiative database.
Providing Tools
The League’s work plan for 2001 described providing tools such as the
repair specification and Motor Challenge products.
The repair
specification has been available since the spring of 2000, and has been
provided to shops on request. End-users have also been using it as a tool
to talk to their shops (although as noted earlier, the specification is not
posted on the Drive Power web site.) The EM2 software is available to
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any shop that wants to use it. At this point, the program is using EM2
rather than MotorMaster+, the database tool produced by Motor
Challenge, because EM2 is simpler yet still powerful, and can be used
with a PalmPilot for easy field data collection.
Motor Management Seminars
This section covers the following:
•

Number of seminars and attendees and the location

•

Market penetration of EMM seminars

•

Seminar observations and survey results:
-

In-person seminar observations

-

Seminar exit survey results

-

Internet-based follow-up survey results

Number of Seminars and Attendees
Through May 2002, the Initiative has offered 38 motor management
seminars throughout the Pacific Northwest. In early 2001, the Initiative
team made substantial changes to the seminar. In this report, we refer to
the original seminar as Version I and the new seminar as Version II.
Version I was conducted fourteen times through the end of 2000. These
seminars were attended by 134 organizations of which 86 were motor
users.
On average among motor users, about two individuals per
organization attended. Twenty motor service shops attended. Version II
has been given 24 times. Two hundred and ninety-four organizations
attended, of which 241 were motor users. On average among motor users,
about 1.8 individuals per organization attended. Twenty-three motor
service shops attended.
For both versions together, a total of 405 organizations and companies
attended.
Fifty-eight percent of those were industrial motor users
(including water/wastewater).
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Table 7 shows detailed information on the seminars by industrial company
type and non-industrial company type.
Table 7: Seminar Attendees by Company Type
COMPANY TYPE

SEMINAR ATTENDED
VERSION I

VERSION II

TOTAL

PERCENT

BOTH

INDUSTRIAL
AEROSPACE

1

1

1

1

0%

CHEMICALS

6

6

0

12

3%

FOOD PROCESSING

11

28

3

36

9%

OTHER INDUSTRIAL

17

35

2

50

12%

MINING/MINERALS

0

6

0

6

1%

PULP & PAPER

2

7

0

9

2%

W OOD PRODUCTS

12

25

2

35

9%

W ATER/WASTEWATER/IRRIGATION

19

74

4

89

22%

68

182

12

238

58%

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL

NON-INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL BUILDING

0

16

0

16

4%

INSTITUTIONAL

9

21

3

27

7%

SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

9

22

2

29

7%

MOTOR SERVICE CENTER/REPAIR SHOP

20

23

4

39

10%

MOTOR REP/CONSULTANT /CONTRACTOR

14

17

1

30

7%

ELECTRIC UTILITY

14

13

1

26

6%

66

112

11

167

42%

134

294

23

405

100%

TOTAL NON-INDUSTRIAL
TOTAL

* Total equals Version I plus Version II, minus attendees of both.
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Table 8 shows a different breakdown – by motor users, motor shops, and
other organization types.
Table 8: Seminar Attendees by Motor Use
COMPANY TYPE

SEMINAR ATTENDED

TOTAL

PERCENT

VERSION I

VERSION II

BOTH

MOTOR USERS

86

241

17

310

76%

MOTOR SHOPS

20

23

4

39

10%

OTHER ORGANIZATION TYPES*

28

30

2

56

14%

134

294

23

405

100%

TOTAL

* The majority of Other Organizations is comprised of utilities, consultants, and motor distributors.

Market Penetration of EMM Seminars
A rough estimate of market penetration of the Electric Motor Management
seminars was made. This is based on the average motor fleet size reported
by attendees. While these averages may be biased toward larger users, it
still provides a useful estimate of penetration as a starting point for
measuring market transformation. The improved database currently being
put into place by the Drive Power team will provide more accurate motor
fleet size values, which will improve these estimates.
The Northwest region has about half-a-million integral horsepower motors
in the manufacturing industries (SIC 20-39).6 Based on exit survey
responses, it was estimated that industrial motor users that attended of the
Electric Motor Management seminars represent about 97,000 motors, or
about 19% of the fleet total. This is a significant penetration in the
industrial sector. However, Currents Consulting believes that much more

6

Source of national values: United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market
Opportunities Assessment, prepared for U.S. DOE by Xenergy and Easton
Consultants, December 1998. Source of northwest values: Assessment of
Industrial Motor Systems Market Opportunities in the Pacific Northwest, prepared
for Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, by Easton Consultants and Xenergy,
December 1999.
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remains to be done in terms of exposure to improved motor management
practices. Even though the seminars have touched at least one person in
these plants, there may be many others at the same facility that are
involved in motor decisions and could benefit from EMM seminars.
In the commercial sector, the more than 31,000 motors managed by
attendees represents about a 2% market penetration in commercial
motors.7 Commercial facilities generally have many small motors and so
likely have more total motors than industrial end-users.
Seminar Observations and Survey Results
The Version II seminar was evaluated for MPER #4 (the Version I seminar
was evaluated for MPER #3).
The evaluation team undertook the
following activities to assess attendee response to the Version II seminar,
and its impact on motor management practices:
•

Two members of the evaluation team reviewed the seminar
materials and attended separate workshops.

•

Exit surveys completed by attendees of fourteen Version II
seminars. In addition, three Version I seminars were analyzed and
the responses were compared.8

•

Internet-based follow-up surveys
attendees of the Version II seminar.

were

conducted

with

47

Results of the exit surveys and the Internet surveys are presented followed
by observations and recommendations.
Seminar Exit Survey Results
Overall, seminar attendees gave very positive evaluations of presentations
and written materials. A significant majority, 70% of the responses,
ranked the seminar as excellent (a score of 5 out of 5), and a scant 1%
gave a ranking of “3” or less.

7

Ibid.

8

More Version I exit surveys were not available for analysis because most of the
surveys have been misplaced by the contractor.
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Attendees’ ratings of their perception of the value and usefulness of the
seminars are high, but vary as illustrated by highlights of the exit survey
responses shown below. (A more detailed description of exit survey
responses can be found in Appendix A.)
Ranked in order of frequency, attendees mentioned the following as most
useful:
•

Information on calculating motor operating costs;

•

Information on the motor management database;

•

Information on motor efficiency; and

•

Demonstration of PalmPilot and EM2 software.

Several did not find the hands-on PalmPilot demonstration of
probably because there was a limited number of the devices to work
so many attendees could not fully participate in the exercise. A
suggested that information on utility programs or available support,
more background on determining energy costs, would be useful.

use,
with
few
and

In addition to rating the quality of the presentations, motor users and
repair shops were asked how useful the ideas presented in the seminar
would be for improving their motor management practices. Again, the
usefulness ratings were very high, although somewhat lower than the
quality impressions. This may be because end-users’ needs vary greatly,
so broader motor management concepts may not seem as useful when first
encountered.
Motor users were asked if they were currently using four particular aspects
of motor management: operating costs, repair/replace guidelines, repair
specifications, or a motor database. If they were not using these motor
management approaches, they were then asked to rate how likely it would
be for them to adopt the practice in the next year as a result of the seminar
(ranked on a 1 to 5 scale). The results are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9: Motor Management Responses of Motor Users
MOTOR MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

PERCENT ALREADY
USING

AVERAGE RATING OF
LIKELIHOOD TO ADOPT
(1=LOW 5=HIGH)

CONSIDER OPERATING COSTS?

53%

4.5

HAVE REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINES?

22%

4.0

USE MOTOR REPAIR SPECIFICATION

22%

4.0

HAVE MOTOR DATABASE?

48%

4.2

A surprising number of attendees said that they already have motor
databases. It is possible that they are actually referring to preventive
maintenance database programs or simple inventories which do not have
the characteristics described in the seminar that are necessary for motor
management.
More respondents to the exit surveys said they use operating costs than in
the follow-up phone surveys of seminar attendees conducted for MPER #3
(53% versus 31%). The differences may be because the questions were
asked in a different way. (In the seminar exit surveys, operating costs
were mentioned outright, whereas in the phone surveys respondents were
asked an open-ended question about the factors they use when deciding
whether to repair or replace a motor.) However, it is also possible that
some of the increase is due to the Initiative’s influence.
Exit survey responses of motor service centers were analyzed separately.
Responses were quite similar to those of motor users, although the percent
of respondents who said they use operating costs was higher at 71%.
However, this begs comparison to interviews of motor service centers
conducted for MPER #3 one year prior, when none said they used
operating costs as a factor. It is difficult to know how to attribute these
differences. There may be bias because attending shops had just heard in
seminars about the importance of operating costs. The shops that chose to
attend the seminar might also have a higher level of awareness of motor
operating costs than most.
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Internet-Based Follow-Up Survey Results
In the spring of 2002, a round of follow-up surveys was conducted of
Version II seminar attendees. The surveys were conducted via the Internet
about three months after seminar attendance (see Appendix B for a
description of the methodology).
Using the Internet proved quite
successful, both in getting responses and streamlining the data analysis
process.
Overall, both Version I and Version II motor management seminars appear
to be having a marked impact on motor management practices, as
demonstrated results from the Internet survey. (Appendix B contains more
detailed information, including question-by-question results and verbatim
responses.) Eighty-eight percent of respondents to the Internet surveys
said they had undertaken at least one motor management activity as a
result of attending the seminar.9
Table 10, below, shows more detail on practice changes reported by
attendees of the Version II seminar. As shown, between 45% and 66% of
users said they have changed their use of, started using, or are going to
use specific tools or practices discussed in the seminars. The largest
practice change was regarding operating costs, which was a key seminar
concept.
There are two notable differences between the Internet follow-up survey
responses and the exit survey responses. Only 13% of Internet survey
respondents said they were already using operating costs before attending
the seminar, while 53% of exit survey respondents said they were.
Similarly, 19% of Internet survey respondents said they were already
using a motor database, while 48% of exit survey respondents said they
were.
The exit surveys may reflect the immediate enthusiasm for the concepts
presented, while the later Internet surveys gather information on the reality
of consistently putting the actual practices in place. There may also be
differences from the way the questions were asked.

9

In phone surveys conducted in Spring 2001 with Version I participants, thirteen of
the 19 respondents or 68% said they had made at least one change to their motor
management practices since the seminar, and said the seminar was important or
very important (4 or 5 on scale of 1 to 5) in their decision to make the changes.
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Table 10: Motor Management Practices Since Attending Seminar
TOOL OR PRACTICE

PRACTICE CHANGE SINCE ATTENDING SEMINARS
CHANGED
OR
INCREASED
USE

STARTED
USING

GOING TO
USE

TOTAL

ALREADY
USING

OPERATING COSTS

9%

19%

38%

66%

13%

COMPUTERIZED MOTORS
DATABASE

6%

19%

38%

63%

19%

W RITTEN GUIDELINES FOR
REPAIR/REPLACE DECISIONS

11%

6%

34%

51%

26%

PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

11%

7%

29%

47%

47%

8%

4%

35%

47%

38%

10%

5%

30%

45%

40%

MOTOR LOAD READINGS OR
OTHER DIAGNOSTICS
PLAN FOR CRITICAL MOTORS
W HEN THEY FAIL

One thing is certain – the two concepts of using operating costs for motor
decisions or having a functional and complete motor management
database are not simple. For example, in phone surveys for the MPER #3,
motor users would say they had a database but then say they software they
used was maintenance software that seldom has the attributes needed for
effective decisions about motor failure.
Observations
•

The Version II seminar is very solid and well liked. Based on
our observations, the seminar messages have been clarified, the
class goals are now explicit, the materials are focused and have a
unified look, and hands-on exercises have been added. The
presenters do an excellent job at in emphasizing and explaining the
importance of motor operating costs in decision-making. These
were all recommendations made in MPER #3.

•

The seminar improvements are reflected in strong reviews , and
positive ratings of “likelihood of making concrete practice
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changes.” Further, attendee ratings of Version II are significantly
higher than of Version I.
•

The seminars are impacting practices.
It is clear that
respondents are specifically using or planning to use the tools and
information from the seminars to control costs. Several verbatim
responses also indicated that they understand motor operating costs
for the first time or in a new way.

Recommendations
•

Focus on marketing the seminars to industrial motor users.
Just 58% of the companies who attended were industrial (includes
water/wastewater).
Although there has been improvement in
targeting, further improvement could be made.

•

Make sure the explanation of “motor management database” is
clear and detailed. Given the high number of attendees saying
they already had motor databases, the presenters should to take the
time to explain the difference between a motor management
database and a preventative maintenance program or simple
inventory.

•

Suggest that attendees make sure the owners, managers, and
plant maintenance staff at a facility all discuss and agree on
how repair/replace decisions are made so differences can be
identified and a common guideline developed. Based on the exit
surveys, it appears that different individuals in the same
organization may have different views of what motor management
practices their organization uses. We suggest that the seminar
discuss how to develop a motor decision guideline and provide a
sample. The Weyerhaeuser case study from Motor Decisions
Matter has a flow chart of a plan that might make a good example.

•

Discuss the barriers of getting management support and of
separation of budgets. The exit surveys suggest the former is a
particular challenge. The seminar instructors might suggest ways
to overcome these. EMM might also consider inviting more highlevel plant personnel. The separation of budgets issue refers to the
situation where maintenance staff is constrained by a fixed annual
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budget and is not accounted any benefits from decisions that
provide energy cost savings, which accrue to an operations budget.
•

Stress the importance of knowing how many motors are in
one’s facility. The number of persons who did not know or could
only approximate the number of motors in their facility in the exit
surveys was surprisingly high given how fundamental this
information is. The number of motors might be presented as a
basic element of motor management.

•

Include a slide with efficiency definitions for “premium
efficiency” “NEMA Premium efficiency” and “EPACT,” including
how attendees can know whether a motor meets these standards.

•

Stress the savings potential of motor systems efficiency and
cross-market the CAC and PSAT trainings. Stress that motor
systems are where the largest savings are.

Motor Management Tool Kit
The Motor Management Tool Kit is an important element of the
Initiative’s educational efforts. It is used in the seminars and as an aid in
one-on-one end-user work. Based on a second review for this MPER #4,
the tool kit has been significantly improved as follows:
•

The number of items in the kit has been reduced to make the
information less overwhelming and more relevant.

•

The marketing brochure has been completely reworked and
upgraded. In addition to the information on the EMM services,
new color graphics, photographs, a description of the Woodgrain
Millwork success story, end-user quotes on the program, and a
graph of typical lifetime operating costs are included.

•

Samples of the published success stories are included (Woodgrain
Millwork and Ashgrove Cement were provided in the kit we
reviewed).

•

The EM2 motor database software provided at no cost to seminar
attendees (and others contacted directly) is an excellent analytic
tool, and is easy to use.
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There were some additional recommendations made in the MPER #3 that
we will reiterate here.
•

Information on Repair/Replace Guidelines: It would be useful to
provide a written piece on how an organization might go about
formulating a repair/replace guideline and to provide a few
samples.

•

Operating Cost Tools: The information on the importance of
motor operating costs and how to estimate them is touched on in
several of the tool kit pieces, but it is not covered as clearly or
thoroughly as in the seminar materials. Because this is a critical
issue and not everyone receives the seminar handouts, we suggest
that some seminar materials on operating costs be pulled into a
piece for the tool kit.

CAC and PSAT Training
The Initiative team now has responsibility for marketing and
implementing the Compressed Air Challenge (CAC) and Pumping System
Assessment (PSAT) training courses. Three CAC Level 1 Fundamentals
courses are scheduled for October 2002 and one Level 2 Advanced course
is scheduled for November 2002. As of the final date of this report, two of
three had been held. Registration numbers as of October 15 are shown
below.
The number of individual attendees include utility staff,
manufacturers’ representatives, and end-users.
•

Boise (October 1): 21 attendees; 11 different end-users.

•

Kent (October 16): 33 attendees; 4 different end-users.

•

Portland (October 29): 26 attendees; 10 different end-users.

Registration was slow at the outset and while total numbers of registrants
were ultimately respectable, there were relatively few end-users
particularly at the Kent training (only four among 33 individual attendees).
There were eleven end-users among 21 attendees at the Boise training
probably in large part because Idaho Power was quite active in personally
marketing the seminar to end-users.
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Three PSAT courses are planned for early 2003 but specific dates have not
been set. More information on the CAC and PSAT training will be
reported on in MPER #5.

C.

Overview of Initiative Progress to Date

Tables 11 and 12, below, show the Initiative’s progress to date and
summarize the key recommendations.
These key results are further
detailed in the final section of the report.
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Table 11: Early Indicators of Motor Services Market Change
EARLY INDICATOR

EARLY INDICATOR
GOAL

PROGRESS THROUGH MAY 2002

EVALUATION TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

EARLY INDICATOR 1: LEAGUE’S PROGRESS COMPARED TO GOALS IN DELIVERY OF INITIATIVE SERVICES
UTILITY CONTACTS

Inform utilities, work to
identify end-user leads,
plan motor seminars.

Field consultants (FCs) have met inperson with over 60 utilities throughout
the region.

For future Alliance efforts, focus on
utilities with the greatest potential to
provide definite end-user leads that
meet size and other criteria.

TOOL KIT

Create a Motor
Management Tool Kit
for use by end-users
and FCs.

The most recent Tool Kit has been
streamlined and enhanced per the
10
League’s 2001 objectives.

Include more information similar to the
seminar materials on the importance of
motor operating costs and how to
estimate them.

ONE-ON-ONE W ORK WITH
MOTOR USERS

FCs work with motor
users to change
practices.

The following have been added:
• A revamped EMM Program marketing
brochure.
• Two success stories.
• Guidelines to Good Motor Repair to
supplement the spec.
FCs have worked with 151 motor users.
Among these, 9% (13) have resulted in
formal success stories; another 18%
(27) have excellent potential to make
change; 31% have fair to good potential.

Include a simple repair/replace guideline
with explanatory text.

Focus on in-depth practice change with
high potential end-users.
Improve collection of key end-user data.

Continued

10

See Appendix C for a full list of current tool kit elements.
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EARLY INDICATOR
SUCCESS STORIES

MOTOR MANAGEMENT
SEMINARS

EARLY INDICATOR
GOAL

PROGRESS THROUGH MAY 2002

Original goal: 25 by end
of contract period. Goal
reduced to 15.

Nine success stories have been
completed.

No specific goals set.

Fourteen Version I seminars and 24
Version II seminars.

No specific goals set.

Update the stories to document further
progress.
Consider providing a “what if” scenario for
energy savings (e.g., eventual
replacement of a plants largest motors).

These thirty-eight seminars have been
attended by over 400 organizations of
which about three-quarters were motor
users. Half of the motor users were
industrial. Attending industrial motor
users represent about 97,000 motors or
nearly 20% of the fleet total.
SERVICE SHOP CONTACTS

EVALUATION TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

Thirty-six contacted. Type and depth of
services provided has varied.
MotorTracker pilot program fielded with
nine shops.

Consider a seminar on MotorTracker for
shops and a Level 2 seminar for motor
users with completed databases.
Add the following: how to get
management support; a sample
repair/replace guideline; definitions of
motor efficiency ratings.
Consider professional coaching to further
enhance already-strong presentations.
The Alliance should work closely with
Initiative staff to see how MotorTracker
is received.

Two published success stories involving
shops working with end-users and
offering new services.
EASA concerns about program eased.
Continued
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EARLY INDICATOR

EARLY INDICATOR
GOAL

PROGRESS THROUGH MAY 2002

EVALUATION TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

EARLY INDICATOR 2: OPINION OF PARTICIPATING END-USERS A BOUT THE SERVICES
PARTICIPATING ENDUSERS’ OPINION OF
SERVICES

Further information will
be provided following
the next round of
interviews.

SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS’
OPINION OF SERVICES

Goal is for seminar
participants to have
positive opinion of
Initiative services.

In exit surveys, attendees rated the
seminars very highly. Seventy percent
of responses ranked the seminar 5 of 5.
Follow-up Internet surveys indicate
attendees are making changes (see
below).

Key attendee suggestions:
• PalmPilot demonstration not useful.
• Provide more background on
determining energy costs.

EARLY INDICATOR 3: INCREASE IN A WARENESS A MONG END-USERS AND VENDORS OF PREMIUM EFFICIENCY M OTORS, QUALITY REWINDS, AND
M ANAGEMENT PRACTICES
END-USER AWARENESS

Further information will
be provided following
the next round of
interviews, which will
include nonparticipants.

MOTOR SERVICE CENTER
(MSC) AWARENESS

Further information will
be provided following
the next round of
interviews, which will
include nonparticipants.
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Table 12: Progressive Indicators of Motor Services Market Change
GOAL

PROGRESSIVE
INDICATOR

PROGRESS THROUGH MAY 2002

EVALUATION TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

PROGRESSIVE INDICATOR 1: END-USERS REPORT CHANGES IN M OTOR M ANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND A TTRIBUTE THOSE TO THE INITIATIVE
SUMMARY OF MOTOR
MANAGEMENT PRACTICE
CHANGES

End-users make
substantive changes to
their motor management practices and
attribute them to the
Initiative.

Eighty-eight percent of seminar attendees
surveyed by Internet said they had
undertaken at least one motor
management activity since the seminar.

Field consultants could begin to work
more deliberately with end-users to get
repair/replace guidelines written down in
some form so good decision-making
practices endure.

SET UP AND USE OF
MOTOR DATABASES

End-users set up motor
databases and use
them to make better
repair/replace
decisions.

Sixty-three percent of seminar attendees
interviewed by Internet for MPER #4
said they had changed or increased
(6%), had started using (19%), or were
going to start using (38%) a database.
Nineteen percent said they had been
using one for some time.

Based on observations in the ride-alongs,
field consultants appear to focus more
on what end-users can do (e.g., create
a database), than on what end-users
can do with it and how (e.g., how to use
the database to make better
repair/replace decisions and create a
motor decision guideline).

ESTABLISH OR IMPROVE
REPAIR/ REPLACE
GUIDELINES

End-users establish
repair/replace
guidelines based on the
operational cost of
alternatives.

Fifty-one percent of seminar attendees
interviewed by Internet for MPER #4
said they had changed or increased
(11%), had started using (6%), or were
going to start using (34%) a repair/
replace guideline. 26% said they had
been using one for some time.

The area of guidelines warrants more
exploration. Effective and user-friendly
guidelines could make a substantial
difference in enduring practice change.
FCs should work with motor users to
develop them.
Continued
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GOAL

PROGRESSIVE
INDICATOR

PROGRESS THROUGH MAY 2002

EVALUATION TEAM
RECOMMENDATIONS

USE OF PREMIUM MOTORS
OR ESTABLISH PREMIUM
PURCHASE GUIDELINES

End-users establish
premium purchase
guidelines based on the
operational cost of
alternatives.

Forty-seven percent of seminar attendees
interviewed by Internet for MPER #4
said they had changed or increased
(11%), had started using (7%), or were
going to start using (29%) premium
efficiency motors. 47% said they had
used premiums for some time.

As discussed above, the issue of
repair/replace guidelines should be
further explored including whether and
how the guideline specifies premium
motors.

USE OF REPAIR SPEC
AND/ OR W ORK WITH
MOTOR SHOP ON REPAIR
SPEC

End-users adopt the
program’s or another
repair specification, or
make changes/
improvements to an
existing specification.

Seven percent of seminar attendees
interviewed by Internet for MPER #4
said they had asked their shops about
their repair spec, 2% had asked their
shop to change their repair spec, 29%
had said they were going to develop a
repair spec, 38% said they know that
their shop uses a spec.

In MPER #3, we recommended that a
piece be added to the tool kit on what to
look for in a repair shop. This has been
done.

PROGRESSIVE INDICATOR 2: M OTOR SERVICE CENTERS REPORT CHANGE IN END-USERS’ DEMAND FOR QUALITY REPAIRS
END-USER DEMAND FOR
QUALITY REPAIRS PER
MOTOR SERVICE
CENTERS

Motor service centers
report change in endusers’ demand for
quality repairs.

DRIVE POWER INITIATIVE
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Results of motor service center interviews
conducted for MPER #3 were
ambivalent. Fifty-eight percent said
end-user demand for quality has
increased, but at same time, 63% say
end-users “rarely” or “never” ask about
repair quality; 28% say end-users
sometimes do; 8% said they often or
always do. This issue will be further
assessed in the next round of
interviews.

Continue to create end-user “push”
through education and one-on-one
work.
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A.

Introduction

The evaluation team for Drive Power is assessing awareness and impact of
the Motor Decisions Matter (MDM) campaign in the Pacific Northwest,
and providing feedback on methods of leveraging MDM activities, events,
and marketing in this region. The evaluation approach includes the
following three activities:
•

Reviewing MDM marketing and informational materials;

•

Including questions on MDM in regional surveys of end-users and
shops conducted for the evaluation of the Drive Power Initiative;
and

•

Conducting interviews with MDM sponsors.

B.

Overview of Motor Decisions Matter

Motor Decisions Matter is a national campaign funded by a consortium of
28 entities, including motor industry manufacturers and service centers,
trade associations, electric utilities, government agencies, and other
organizations such as the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and the
Consortium for Energy Efficiency. The latter organization is managing
implementation of the campaign, which is being carried out by Kupper
Parker Communications (KPC). The objectives of Motor Decisions
Matter described in the MDM web site are:
Motor Decisions Matter… encourage[s] the use of sound motor
management and planning as a tool to cut motor energy costs and
increase productivity. The campaign encourages commercial and
industrial end-users to develop a motor plan, with the assistance
of their local distributor, repair center or utility representative. A
motor plan addresses common motor decisions before they
become a crisis and ensures motor availability, enhanced
productivity, and lower energy costs.

The ultimate goal of the MDM campaign is to help bring about changes in
the behavior of target audiences that will result in the greater adoption of
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motor management and planning,11 including: 1) replacement of less
efficient motors with high efficiency models; and 2) increased demand for
“best practice” motor repair services.12 The campaign is currently slated
to run from 2001 through 2003.
The strategy for achieving these objectives is to distribute promotional and
educational materials to two target audiences of decision-makers with
motor management responsibilities. These are: 1) high level executives
(CFOs, CEOs, etc.); and 2) maintenance, repair, and operations personnel
in companies that purchase motors.

C.

Summary of CEE Campaign Tracking Results

CEE is tracking national program progress along with Kupper Parker
Communications (KPC), the public relations firm hired to launch the
marketing campaign in time for the Electric Apparatus Service
Association (EASA) annual convention in Chicago on June 25, 2001. The
following 2001 campaign results were reported by CEE:
•

Fifty-eight citations in 36 different publications (print and online),
of which 23 were trade journals

•

One-and-a-half million “impressions” or exposures to individuals
of MDM information or materials, of which 800,000 were online
sources of information

•

Eight-thousand MDM web site hits (www.motorsmatter.org), of
which 72% were unique; and long viewing times (2 to 4.5
minutes).

11

Motor management and planning as defined by the MDM campaign means
conducting life-cycle costing analysis to determine when it is cost-effective for a
particular motor (or motors) to be repaired or replaced upon failure. To optimize
the performance of motor-driven equipment, it is critical to document these results
in motor plans and share them internally with motor dealers and service
professionals so that the appropriate motors and related-services are readily
available upon failure, thereby minimizing downtime.

12

As defined by either DOE or EASA, which have specific guidelines on what
constitutes high-quality or best practice repair.
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D.

•

The key offering on the MDM web site, their motor planning kit,
has been downloaded 1,000 times by entities with familiar names
such as Tosco Corporation, Johnson & Johnson, PG&E, Monsanto,
Estee Lauder, etc.

•

Ten percent response rate to a direct e-mail campaign to motor
service centers (excluding Northwest centers), 90% of which were
EASA members; the e-mail told people about the campaign and
offered the motor slide calculator on the web site.

•

Fourteen Northeastern utilities incorporate
regional motor program, MotorUp.

•

The Building Operator Certification (BOC) program has added
MDM to their curriculum on a regional basis.

•

Three EASA Regional Chapters have presented MDM (East Coast,
Central District and Midwest District) but information has not yet
been presented to the Pacific Northwest Chapter.

•

Baldor incorporated MDM into a one-day training session for their
national sales force.

MDM

into

their

MDM Motor Planning Kit

The Motor Decisions Matter tool kit is a fifteen-page document in PDF
format available on the MDM web site. The motor planning kit was
reviewed for this MPER, as it is one of the key “hands-on” components of
the campaign. The tool kit contains good basic information on the
importance of motor management planning and contains several examples
of repair/replace decision rules. Ten of the eighteen MDM sponsors
interviewed by the evaluation team had reviewed the tool kit. Five of the
ten thought it was excellent, four believed it was good, and one thought it
was inadequate.
In reviewing the motor planning kit, we felt that it could start out with a
stronger call to action. The audience needs to be grabbed at the beginning
by compelling arguments and high impact case studies. The list of
sponsors at the beginning, while important, might be more appropriate
after compelling content.
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The piece could also make more use of color, graphics, drawings, and
photographs to help bring the story home to readers. Sidebars for case
studies and other formatting innovations would also make it a more
appealing package.
Another general observation was that the web site audience needs to be
better defined at the outset, with messages and references to materials
more deliberately tailored. For example, if the site is geared towards
operations staff, then information on how to make the case to management
would be helpful; if it is for management, it could present ways to direct
operations staff in developing a motor management plan.
It would also be helpful to have all the references and links for the tools
and information in one place, with the key resources highlighted. In
addition, some of the Internet links are quite long, and some are expired.
With references spread out, and in some cases incomplete, the motor
planning kit may give the impression that getting started in motor
management is difficult and cumbersome.

E.

End-user Awareness of MDM in the Pacific
Northwest

In a survey of 47 Electric Motor Management seminar attendees
conducted via the Internet in early 2002, awareness of the national Motor
Decisions Matter campaign was surprisingly high, with about one-quarter
indicating they had heard of it, and 4% indicating they knew something
about it.
Future surveys of both participants in Electric Motor
Management and nonparticipants will include questions about Motor
Decisions Matter. These surveys will include two sample groups: one of
mid and high-level managers and one of plant operations staff.

F.

MDM Sponsor Interviews

Methodology
Eighteen sponsors of Motor Decisions Matter and two EASA member
shops were interviewed by the Currents Consulting team during January
2002. The confidential interviews gathered information on perspectives
and directions of the MDM campaign. Not all of the sponsors could be
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included in these interviews, so a sample was drawn from each sponsor
category. Altogether, about half of the sponsors were interviewed.
The number of sponsors interviewed by category is shown in Table 13
below. The public relations firm implementing MDM was included under
Energy Conservation Organizations. Of the initial sample of sponsors
drawn for interviews, all but two (motor manufacturers) were responsive
to our requests for interviews.
Table 13: MDM Sponsors Interviewed by Category
MDM SPONSOR CATEGORY

TOTAL
SPONSORS

NUMBER
INTERVIEWED

10

5

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

4

3

MOTOR MANUFACTURERS

11

4

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

3

2

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

6

2

NA

2

34

18

ENERGY CONSERVATION ORGANIZATIONS

EASA MEMBERS
TOTALS

The interviews consisted of 22 questions, most of which guided openended discussion. The interviews took about 30 minutes. Sponsor
representatives hold various positions in their organization, from
Organization Director to Program Manager, but all had some
responsibility for electric motor efficiency or energy-efficient motor
programs. Nearly all had responsibilities that included marketing or sales,
or had a background in marketing.
Summary of Findings and Recommendations
The following is a summary of findings and recommendations from the
interviews.
Detailed question-by-question interviews are provided in
Appendix C.
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III. Motor Decisions Matter Campaign
•

The respondents’ view of MDM objectives was varied, and was
not always aligned with the campaign objectives of MDM. The
MDM message of motor management and planning is not always
on the minds of sponsors. Instead, some respondents focused
solely on the specifications and use of premium efficiency motors
or quality repairs, rather than on the much broader issue of motor
management. All of these objectives belong together and represent
a long-term approach to improving fleet motor efficiency.

•

Nearly half of the respondents have yet to make any use of
MDM campaign materials or to integrate them into their current
promotion or marketing efforts. Even so, several sponsors had
positive ideas for improving the campaign.

•

In general, it appears that sponsors could be taking a
somewhat more active role in MDM, at least to familiarize
themselves and their staff about the campaign by spending time
understanding the web site and products. The possible benefits to
sponsors from this could include the ability to cite a national
program backdrop for their own individual organizations’ efforts.
For the MDM campaign, the benefits of collective action and
adoption of the MDM message by all sponsors should be
considered just as significant as the public relations campaign
efforts.
Hearing these messages from multiple sources could
markedly increase exposure and credibility.

•

MDM needs feedback to ensure that the campaign is as
effective as possible and sponsors are the best source for ideas for
improvement or in identifying potential content.
This is
particularly important as sponsors’ rating of the program in the
interview was an average of 5.5 out of 10, very low for what was
essentially the self-rating of an internal program. It could be that
either the achievements or the campaign have not been
communicated well enough to the sponsors.

•

The sponsors need to be provided a summary of MDM
activities and outcomes on a regular basis. The summary could
describe gross exposures to particular job titles in specified types
of organizations by means of the trade press.

•

In terms of measurement of success, only a few respondents
were aware of how Kupper Parker Communications (KPC),
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III. Motor Decisions Matter Campaign
the implementation contractor, documents and tracks the
results of their public relations activities. The specific metrics
that should be reported, and are available, should be agreed upon
by the MDM sponsors. This type of information should be put into
a form that will assist sponsors in continuing their support. If it is
not currently part of KPC reporting, it should be. This will give
sponsors consistent feedback that the MDM campaign is
effectively reaching a large and diverse national audience.
•

Many MDM sponsors are interested in increased sales of
efficient motors and this should be considered as one of the
major metrics for measuring the progress of the campaign.
Toward that end, it is recommended that, in the short term, utilities
and regional efficiency organizations should proactively share
qualitative and quantitative information on the market penetration
of NEMA Premium motors. Additionally, it would be helpful in
the long term if information on NEMA Premium sales or market
share on the national level were provided by NEMA according to
motor size.

•

Sponsors may also wish to discuss among themselves other
indicators that would be useful to them, and potential ways to
gather the information. Other means for gathering success
indicators would be to collect anecdotal evidence at conventions or
trade shows. It should be noted that OIT is getting calls and
tracking the names and titles of those making inquiries about
MDM, and the MDM web site also provides a number of
interesting statistics about users.

A number of recommendations for changes to the MDM campaign were
made by sponsors during their interviews. These are detailed in Question
23 in Appendix B, but the most promising and easy to implement of these
are to:
•

Develop motor management training seminars ;

•

Prepare financial “success stories;” and

•

Provide links on the MDM web site to already published trade
journal articles.
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IV. Findings and Recommendations
The Drive Power Initiative has made substantial progress, and end-users
are making concrete improvements to their motor management practices.
Highlights of program accomplishment include:
•

Field consultants have met with 151 motor users and distributed
about 160 copies of the EM2 motor management database
software. Thirteen motor management success stories have been
developed. Field consultants believe that another 27 end-users
have excellent potential to make concrete and substantial practice
changes.

•

Motor end-users who have attended the 38 seminars given to date
represent an estimated 20% of the total Northwest motor fleet.
Based on surveys, forty-five to 66% of seminar attendees say they
changed their use of, started using, or are going to use specific
tools or practices discussed in the seminars.

•

Field consultants have met with 36 motor service centers. The
MotorTracker marketing package was developed and is being
piloted with ten shops.

•

A motor systems pilot participant has been identified and the
technical audit is to be completed by the end of 2002.

The following are our prioritized recommendations for further improving
the Initiative’s management and market impact.
Recommendation: Create a Specific Work Plan Including an
Exit Strategy
Initiative and Alliance staff need to work together to create a work plan
covering goals and priorities for work through 2003, resource and staffing
needs, exit strategy, and what happens after 2003. Areas to cover would
include one-on-one end-user work, EM2 software, seminars,
MotorTracker, and market infrastructure.
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IV. Recommendations
Recommendation: Improve Program Tracking
The Initiative staff are presently compiling a end-user database using
Microsoft Access. The evaluation team has provided recommendations on
the data required for tracking market progress and estimating energy
savings. The trip report form should be revised to include these data.
Field consultants should see this data collection as an essential task. Trip
reports need to be posted regularly on the web site and labeled
consistently.
Recommendation: Update Existing Success Stories and Get
More in the Pipeline
Update the older success stories to document further progress (and
hopefully additional savings). Consider providing an estimate of potential
energy savings from optimal practices and motor replacement over time.
Get more stories in the pipeline as a number show modest savings so far,
and two facilities covered by success stories have closed.
Recommendation: Take the Most Motivated End-users to the
Next Level
Field consultants need to focus on creating lasting and in-depth practice
change with high potential end-users. This should be included in the work
plan. In-depth work could include using their motor databases to create
specific repair/replace guidelines and a plan for critical motors that will
reduce costs and downtime. If possible, owners, managers, and plant staff
should all be involved to make sure everyone is in agreement. Limit new
end-user contacts to specific requests.
Recommendation: Provide Targeted Funding After 2003
Targeted Alliance funding beyond 2003 could be key in continuing market
transformation momentum. Other sources of funding should also be
explored. If funding stopped altogether, valuable tools and infrastructure
could be left without critical support, specifically: the EM2 software
which has been distributed to almost 160 individuals; MotorTracker;
seminars; and work in motor systems.
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Recommendation:
Consider Offering a Seminar on
MotorTracker for Motor Service Centers, and an
Advanced Seminar for Motor Users
If MotorTracker is expanded from a pilot, offer seminars to shops
(including pilot participants) on using EM2, and marketing and selling
MotorTracker services.
Continue to offer and improve the existing end-user seminars (see Section
II of the report for current suggested improvements). If trade associations
become the main venue, make sure the selected association can draw the
numbers and types of end-users that are in alignment with the Initiative’s
goals, and that the seminars are not “preaching to the choir” of end-users
that already have good motor management in place. Another potential
concern could be whether a shortened seminar version will be as effective.
Participant exit surveys will help assess these issues.
Consider offering an advance electric motor management seminar
targeting to end-users with a completed EM2 or MM+ database. Topics
could include: using a database to create a decision guideline and plan for
critical motors; proper sizing of motors including considering motor
replacement prior to failure; operational changes to reduce motor energy
costs, and; an introduction to mapping and optimizing motor systems with
strong cross marketing of PSAT and CAC. This will deepen practice
change and probably also result in more strong success stories.
Recommendation: Update the Drive Power Web Site
The key recommendation is to increase coverage of success stories. There
are brief paragraphs on four success stories and only one link to a full PDF
file. Four of the success stories are not provided. Also noted was that the
Alliance web site has links to two stories, while the Motor Decisions
Matter web site links to four. A second recommendation is to include a
mechanism on the web site to track frequency of hits.
Recommendation: Increase Alliance Involvement in the Motor
Systems Pilot
Work with the first motor systems pilot end-user was substantially delayed
and then recently suspended because of institutional and political issues.
The League worked diligently and adeptly to overcome these issues, but it
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might have been helpful if the Alliance were more involved. The League
has now identified and is working with another promising candidate.
Recommendation: Add Two More Tools to the Tool Kit
Add the following to the EMM Tool Kit:
•

Operating Cost Tools: The importance of motor operating costs
and how to estimate them could be covered more clearly in the tool
kit. We recommend pulling some of the seminar materials on this
topic into a tool kit piece.

•

Sample Repair/Replace Guidelines: We recommend providing a
written description of how to formulate a repair/replace guideline,
along with several examples.

Recommendation: Continue to Ease Shop Concerns About
EMM
Early in the launch of EMM, members of EASA developed the impression
that EMM was advocating a blanket repair/replace approach that could
incorrectly bias decisions towards replacement. Although shops’ concerns
have been eased by field consultants’ emphasis on case-by-case decisions
the field consultants need to continue to attend EASA meetings to dispel
concerns, and emphasize case-by-case decisions in their one-on-one work
with shops. This emphasis will be particularly important at EMM’s
upcoming presentation at the national EASA conference in San Francisco
in the Spring of 2003.
Recommendation: Involve Field Consultants and Utilities
Earlier in Personally Marketing Compressed Air
Challenge (CAC) and Pumping System Assessment Tool
(PSAT) to End-Users
Personal contacts (i.e. visiting or calling end-users directly) are key to
marketing CAC and PSAT. Field consultants are critical in this and so too
are the utilities. Field consultants were asked to market the trainings, but
it appears that their efforts were somewhat uneven and late in coming. It
would be helpful if they were allocated several hours specifically for
marketing a seminar in their area, and were encouraged to consider the
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marketing an integral part of their activities. They also could benefit from
specific direction on how to effectively market to both utilities and endusers. Direction could include when to make contacts, whom to talk to,
and what information and messages to convey.
Recommendation for Motor Decisions Matter:
Improve
Program Tool Kit and Web Site, and Strengthen
Communication with Program Sponsors
The following are key recommendations on MDM:
§

Strengthen the motor planning kit with a stronger call to action
and better production values.

§

Tailor the web site more clearly to a specific target audience,
and organize and check links to kit materials and other
information.

§

Strengthen two-way communication between MDM and its
sponsors concerning: campaign objectives and mutual benefits
of collective action; program metrics, particularly sales of
NEMA Premium motors; regular reporting of those metrics;
sponsor recommendations for program improvement.
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Detailed Exit Survey Results
A.

Introduction

Altogether thirty-eight seminars have been offered throughout the Pacific
Northwest since early 2000. In early 2001, the Initiative team made
substantial improvements to the seminar, as described in Section II. (The
original seminar offered in 2000 is referred to as Version I, the new
seminar as Version II.)
This section describes results from data analyzed from seminar exit
surveys for fourteen Electric Motor Management seminars offered during
the fall of 2001 and the winter and spring of 2002 (referred to as Version
II seminars). These exit surveys were filled out by seminar attendees at
the end of each seminar. In addition, for purposes of comparison, data
was analyzed from exit surveys available from three seminars offered in
2000 (Version I seminars).

B.

Version II Seminar Exit Survey Results

The following results are for the Version II seminar exit survey results,
offered during the fall of 2001 and the winter and spring of 2002. The
number of attendees, the response rate to the seminar evaluation forms, the
number of motors per facility, and the percentage of motor users among
attendees are shown in Table A-1 below.
As shown, the seminars reached a large number of motor users, as well
motor shops, consultants and electric utility representatives. The average
seminar size was about 25 persons. Many of those attending have a large
number of motors, averaging about 400 at each facility. Note that the
Goldendale, Bend, and Boise IRWA seminars were abbreviated versions
offered in conjunction with meetings of irrigators and water system
operators. Although the venue and audience for those seminars was
somewhat different, their results are aggregated here with the other
seminars. The seminars listed in Table A-1 show 115 persons that directly
affect motor management decisions for an estimated 30,000 motors
throughout the region.
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Table A-1: Overall Summary of Seminar Evaluations
SEMINAR DATE

SEMINAR
LOCATION

ATTENDEES

SURVEY
RESPONSE
RATE

AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
MOTORS

PERCENT
OF MOTOR
USERS

OCTOBER 10, ‘01

Missoula

33 / 41

91%

400

83%

OCTOBER 18, ‘01

Twin Falls

44

93%

500

88%

OCTOBER 19, ‘01

Boise

25

96%

500

79%

OCTOBER 30, ‘01

Longview

32

94%

1900

63%

DECEMBER 12, ‘01

Tacoma

20 / 31

80%

180

81%

DECEMBER 13, ‘01

Seattle

19 / 28

55%

400

91%

JANUARY 16, ‘02

Medford

34

97%

530

94%

FEBRUARY 26, ‘02

Goldendale

12

--

5

67%

MARCH 5, ‘02

Wenatchee

28

83%

100

13%

MARCH 6, ‘02

Bend

14

86%

110

100%

MARCH 22, ‘02

West Wendover

9

100%

250

89%

MARCH 26, ‘02

Spokane

26

85%

700

95%

MARCH 27, ‘02

Boise IRWA

11

100%

20

100%

Kennewick

35

60%

480

90%

APRIL 2, ‘02

As with the fall seminars, attendees rated most useful the information on
calculating motor operating costs. The motor management database was
considered as the second most useful aspect of the seminar and the motor
efficiency information followed in value.
The demonstration of
PalmPilot and software was also mentioned as the fourth most useful
part of the seminars. A summary of the most useful responses by motor
users and motor repair shops is provided later in this memo.
There were only a few substantive comments in response to “least useful”
aspects of the seminar.
Several did not find the PalmPilot
demonstration useful.
A few suggested that information on utility
programs or support, and more background on determining energy costs
would be useful. Another pointed out that the seminar as presented did
not adequately address the interests of that particular audience of
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irrigators. That there were so few negative comments is in itself an
indicator of successful seminars. A significant number of respondents
used this question to provide additional positive feedback by saying that
all of the seminar material was useful.
Attendees ranked the seminars very highly, both in terms of quality of the
written materials provided, and the quality of presentations made. A
significant majority, 70% of the responses, ranked the seminar as excellent
(a score of 5 out of 5), and only 1% gave a ranking of “3” or less.
In addition to quality of the presentations, motor users and repair shops
were asked how useful the ideas presented in the seminar would be for
improving their motor management practices. Again, the ratings are very
high, although somewhat lower than the quality impressions. Although
the results are substantially uniform across all locations, the specialized
audience of small irrigators in Goldendale did not find the seminar, as
presented, useful.
Motor User Response
Altogether 234 individual motor users attended the fourteen seminars for
which exit surveys were evaluated, with the distribution by industry as
shown in Table A-2.
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Table A-2: Seminar Attendees by Company Type
CATEGORY

NUMBER OF MOTOR
USERS
INDUSTRY

AEROSPACE

2

CHEMICALS

4

FOOD PROCESSING

34

OTHER INDUSTRIAL

10

MINING/MINERALS

3

PULP & PAPER

8

W OOD PRODUCTS

42

W ATER, IRRIGATION OR W ASTEWATER

55

COMMERCIAL BUILDING

16

INSTITUTIONAL

60
234

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL
OTHER ORGANIZATION TYPES
MOTOR SERVICE CENTER/REPAIR SHOP

34

MOTOR REP/CONSULTANT /
CONTRACTOR

13

ELECTRIC UTILITY

15

TOTAL OTHER TYPES

53

As the surveys were anonymous, it was not possible to identify and tally
by organization.
Those attending included electricians, maintenance
leads, electrical supervisors, and electrical engineers, plus a number of
owners (farm irrigators).
A large number of attendees also had
management titles. Table A-3 provides a breakdown by attendee title.
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Table A-3: Participant by Job Title
JOB TITLE

PERCENT OF ATTENDEES

ENGINEERING

10%

MAINTENANCE STAFF

41%
9%

OPERATIONS STAFF
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

20%

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

19%

Motor users were asked if they use four particular aspects of motor
management:
operating
costs,
repair/replace
guidelines,
repair
specifications, or a motor database. If they were not using these motor
management approaches, they were then asked to rate how likely it would
be for them to adopt the practice in the next year as a result of the seminar
(ranked on a 1 to 5 scale). The results are shown in Table A-4.
Table A-4: Motor Management Practices
MOTOR MANAGEMENT PRACTICE

PERCENT USING

LIKELIHOOD OF ADOPTING
(1=LOW 5=HIGH)

CONSIDER OPERATING COSTS?

53%

4.5

HAVE REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINES?

22%

4.0

USE MOTOR REPAIR SPECIFICATION

22%

4.0

HAVE MOTOR DATABASE?

48%

4.2

Comparison of individual responses provided some hints that different
individual motor users in the same organization have different views of
what motor management practices their organization uses.
Table A-5 provides a summary of the responses by motor users to a
question about the most useful aspects of the seminar. Attendees rated
most useful the information on calculating motor operating costs, cited
32% of the time, with the motor management database considered as the
second most useful aspect of the seminar (23% of mentions). The
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presentation on motor efficiency was next with 18%, and PalmPilot
demonstration and software followed as the fourth most useful aspect
offered at 13%.
Table A-5: Seminar Topics Most Useful to Motor Users
SEMINAR TOPIC

PERCENT OF RESPONSES

CALCULATING MOTOR OPERATING COST

32%

MOTORS DATABASE PRESENTATION

23%

PALM PILOT DEMO & SOFTWARE

13%

MOTOR EFFICIENCY

18%

OTHER

12%

Motor Repair Shop Response
The seminar evaluations from the 34 attendees representing about a dozen
different repair shops were analyzed separately.
Like motor users, motor repair shops were also asked about their use of
four aspects of motor management: operating costs, repair/replace
guidelines, repair specifications, and a motor database. If they were not
using these motor management approaches, they were then asked to rate
how likely it would be for them to offer them in the next year as a result of
attending the seminar (ranked on a 1 to 5 scale). The results are shown in
Table A-6. Shops that do not currently include operating costs or provide
motor database management to their end-users are not likely to adopt these
services in the near future. The proportion of shops that say they are using
operating costs is higher than indicated in a survey performed for MPER
#3.
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Table A-6: Motor Repair Shop Practices
MOTOR MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES

PERCENT OF SHOPS
USING

LIKELIHOOD OF ADOPTING
1=LOW 5=HIGH)

CONSIDER OPERATING COSTS?

74%

3.7

HAVE REPAIR / REPLACE GUIDELINES?

51%

4.3

USE MOTOR REPAIR SPECIFICATION

65%

4.0

OFFER MOTOR DATABASE?

54%

3.0

Table A-7 provides a summary of the responses by motor shops to the
question about the most useful aspects of the seminar.
Table A-7: Seminar Topics Most Useful to Motor Repair Shops
MOTOR MANAGEMENT ASPECT

PERCENT OF RESPONSES

CALCULATING MOTOR OPERATING
COST

41%

MOTORS DATABASE PRESENTATION

23%

PALM PILOT DEMO & SOFTWARE

9%
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Detailed Results of Internet-Based Surveys
A.

Introduction

Over the course of the Initiative, two methods have been used to follow up
with seminar attendees to gather information on changes in motor
management practices due to seminar attendance.
A first round of follow-up telephone surveys was conducted in March
2001 with nineteen attendees of the first version of the seminar. In the
spring of 2002, a round of follow-up surveys was conducted of Version II
seminar attendees. These surveys were conducted via e-mail and the
Internet. The surveys were conducted in two waves, one in March and
one in May. Using the Internet proved quite successful, both in getting
responses and streamlining the data analysis process. Because of the
differences in method, there is some variance in questions between the
telephone and Internet surveys, but their objectives remained similar and
included:
•

To solicit feedback on the seminar content and materials;

•

To ask which, if any, motor management activities respondents
have done as a result of attending the seminar; and

•

To gather information on attendees’ management practices, such as
use of operating costs, premium efficiency motors, repair/replace
guidelines, and computerized motor management databases.

Overall, the Version II motor management seminars appear to be having as
strong an impact on motor management practices as did the Version I. The
following results from the Internet survey highlight this:
•

13

Eighty-eight percent of respondents state number #to the Internet
surveys said they had undertaken at least one motor management
activity as a result of attending the seminar.13

In the phone surveys with Version I participants, 13 of the 19 respondents, or 68%
said they had made at least one change to their motor management practices
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•

Respondents to the Internet survey were given a series of questions
asking them to characterize their use of a number of different
motor management tools and practices since the seminar.
Depending on the tool or practice, between 45% and 66% of
respondents said they had: 1) changed or increased their use of
that tool/ practice, 2) had started using the tool or practice, or 3)
were going to start using the tool or practice in the near future as a
result of attending the seminar. (See Table B-1 below.)

Table B-1: Motor Management Practice Changes Since Attending Seminar
TOOL OR PRACTICE

PRACTICE CHANGE SINCE ATTENDING SEMINARS
CHANGED
OR
INCREASED
USE

STARTED
USING

GOING TO
USE

TOTAL

ALREADY
USING

9%

19%

38%

66%

13%

PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

11%

7%

29%

47%

47%

W RITTEN GUIDELINES FOR
REPAIR/REPLACE DECISIONS

11%

6%

34%

51%

26%

COMPUTERIZED MOTORS
DATABASE

6%

19%

38%

63%

19%

MOTOR LOAD READINGS OR
OTHER DIAGNOSTICS

8%

4%

35%

47%

38%

10%

5%

30%

45%

40%

OPERATING COSTS

PLAN FOR CRITICAL MOTORS
W HEN THEY FAIL

While the seminars are clearly having an impact on motor management
practices, the current environment of economic and energy costs is another
important contributing factor. Rate shock has undoubtedly created some
of the short-term responses we are seeing. Nevertheless, it is clear that
respondents are specifically using or planning to use the tools and
information from the seminars to control costs.
Several verbatim

since the seminar, and said the seminar was important or very important (4 or 5
on scale of 1 to 5) in their decision to make the changes.
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responses also indicated that the seminars had led them to think about
motor operating costs for the first time, or in a new way. They also
indicated they consider motor management an important tool for motor
reliability. Respondents were also asked if they think cost savings benefits
and motor reliability benefits from motor management are “large,”
“some,” or “small.” For both, 49% said large, 47% said some, and 4%
said small. None said these benefits were “not at all important” to them.

B.

Methodology

All registered seminar attendees that appeared to be motor users (as
opposed to motor shops, consultants, and utilities), and had e-mail
addresses, were sent a message with a link to a survey on the Internet.
Some attendees were solicited by fax, if they did not have an e-mail
address, and some were solicited by phone. These were given the choice
of doing the survey via Internet or having it faxed to them. All but one
chose the former. Table B-2 shows these results.
Table B-2: Internet-Based Survey Responses
WAVE 1 – 2001 SEMINARS

WAVE 2 – 2002 SEMINARS

8

11

172

136

E-MAIL

50 sent on 3/17/02

44 sent on 5/8/02

REMINDERS

42 sent on 3/28/02

26 sent on 5/21/02

FAXES

38 sent on 3/18/02

19 faxes sent on 5/8/02

PHONE CALLS MADE 5/14/02

NA

25 phone calls made on 5/14/02

TOTAL RESPONSES

26

21

SEMINARS
ATTENDING MOTOR USERS

Forty-seven responses represent about 15% of the total attending motor
users (308).
•

A comparison of the whole population of EMM seminar attendees
to the survey respondents revealed that the survey sample was
fairly representative except the sectors of food processing and
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water/wastewater were under-represented. Table 19 compares by
organization type.

C.

Results

Below are highlights of survey results, with the focus on actions taken as a
result of attending the seminar. Question-by-question results including
“other” and open-ended responses are provided below.
As shown in Table B-3 below, 88% said they had undertaken at least one
motor management activity as a result of attending the seminar. In
addition, 40% indicated that they had gathered information on the total
number of motors in their facility since attending.
Table B-3: Q2 – Which, if any, of the following motor management activities have you
done as a result of attending the seminar? [FIXED]
RESPONSE

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS

PERCENT OF
RESPONDENTS

17

36%

NEW GUIDELINES FOR MOTOR REPAIR
VS. REPLACE DECISIONS

11

23%

NEW GUIDELINES FOR PURCHASE OF

10

21%

4

9%

15

32%

4

9%

4

9%

PREPARED A MOTOR DATABASE FOR
MAKING MOTOR MANAGEM ENT
DECISIONS

PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

W ORKED WITH REPAIR SHOP TO ENSURE
QUALITY MOTOR REPAIRS

OTHER
HAVE NOT CHANGED ANY OF OUR
MOTOR MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

NOT APPLICABLE

Multiple responses allowed, percentages total more than 100%.
Respondents were then asked a series of questions: “Which of the
following best describes your use of… [several key motor management
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tools or practices].” Below is a summary table of the percentage of
respondents for each tool or practice who said that since their seminar: 1)
they had changed or increased their use of that tool/ practice; 2) had
started using the tool or practice; or, 3) were going to start using the tool
or practice in the near future. Also shown is the percentage of respondents
who say they were already using the tool or practice for some time. If
respondents said they had no plans, they were asked to describe why. As
shown, the seminars appear to be having a powerful impact on motor
management practices.
Table B-4: Reported Practice Change since Attending Seminar
TOOL OR PRACTICE

PRACTICE CHANGE SINCE ATTENDING SEMINARS
CHANGED
OR
INCREASED
USE

STARTED
USING

GOING TO
USE

TOTAL

ALREADY
USING

9%

19%

38%

66%

13%

PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

11%

7%

29%

47%

47%

W RITTEN GUIDELINES FOR
REPAIR/REPLACE DECISIONS

11%

6%

34%

51%

26%

COMPUTERIZED MOTORS
DATABASE

6%

19%

38%

63%

19%

MOTOR LOAD READINGS OR
OTHER DIAGNOSTICS

8%

4%

35%

47%

38%

10%

5%

30%

45%

40%

OPERATING COSTS

PLAN FOR CRITICAL MOTORS
W HEN THEY FAIL

Respondents were also asked if management at their company is “very
supportive,” “somewhat supportive,” or “not supportive” of improvements
to electric motor management. While 43% said “very supportive,” it is
notable that 38% said “somewhat,” and 10% said “not supportive.” Given
the commitment that effective and enduring motor management requires,
even lukewarm management support is likely to be a barrier.
Respondents were also asked if they think costs savings benefits and
motor reliability benefits are “large,” “some,” or “small.” For both, 49%
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said “large,” 47% said “some,” and 4% said “small.” All stated that these
benefits were important to them.
Question-by-question results including “other” and open-ended responses
are provided below.

1

What part of the Electric Motor Management Seminar
was the most useful and interesting to you?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

MOTOR OPERATING COST CALCULATIONS

19

40%

IMPACT OF MOTOR EFFICIENCY ON COSTS

11

23%

MOTOR MANAGEMENT DATABASE

7

15%

PALM PILOT SOFTWARE DEMO

7

15%

OTHER

4

8%

2

Which, if any, of the following motor management
activities have you done as a result of attending the
seminar?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

NEW GUIDELINES FOR MOTOR REPAIR VS. REPLACE DECISIONS

11

17%

NEW GUIDELINES FOR PURCHASE OF PREMIUM EFFICIENCY

10

15%

4

6%

17

26%

4

6%

15

23%

4

6%

MOTORS

W ORKED WITH REPAIR SHOP TO ENSURE QUALITY MOTOR REPAIRS
PREPARED A MOTOR DATABASE FOR MAKING MOTOR
MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

HAVE NOT CHANGED ANY OF OUR MOTOR MANAGEM ENT
PRACTICES

OTHER
NOT APPLICABLE
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“Other” responses included:
•

Cost analysis on compressor motors, cost effectiveness of planned
shutdowns.

•

'Done' implies completion. We are only beginning...

•

I tell our end-users about the program.

•

I tried to talk to my supervisor about motor repair vs. replace,
unfortunately I wasn't successful.

•

Notified management of potential cost saving by turning off
motors.

•

Setting up to use the Palm Pilot software.

•

All the above.

•

Implemented the palm software.

•

Updated motors database to evaluate potential upgrades.

•

I am now teaching students of the importance of motor power
management.

•

In the process of creating a database.

•

Plan to implement some changes for database and MM Decisions.

•

Still going over everything to see which would work for us best.

•

Time has not allowed me to implement anything.

•

Waiting for software.
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3.

How did you first find out about the Electric Motor
Management Seminar?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

MOTOR SERVICE CENTER OR REPAIR SHOP

3

6%

EMM FIELD CONSULTANT

1

2%

13

28%

7

15%

11

23%

EMAIL OR INTERNET

2

4%

WINDINGS NEWSLETTER

1

2%

OTHER

6

13%

DON'T RECALL

3

6%

ELECTRIC UTILITY
COWORKER
BROCHURE IN THE MAIL

4.

Have you or someone else in your organization met oneon-one with an Electric Motor Management field
consultant?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

YES

18

38%

NO

27

57%

2

4%

DON'T KNOW
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5.

Since you attended the seminar, have you gathered
information on the total number of motors in your
facility?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

YES

19

40%

NO

25

53%

3

6%

DON'T KNOW

6.

About how many motors do you have in your facility?
Include three-phase motors larger than 1 HP.
RESPONSE

NUMBER OF
MOTORS

MINIMUM

4

MAXIMUM

9000

AVERAGE

650

Provide a range like "50-75" if you are not sure.
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

12

26%

100 TO 199 MOTORS

7

15%

200 TO 499 MOTORS

8

17%

500 TO 999 MOTORS

5

11%

1000 TO 10000 MOTORS

6

13%

DON'T KNOW

7

15%

NOT APPLICABLE

2

4%

< 100 MOTORS
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7.

About how many of your motors are over 50 HP?
RESPONSE

NUMBER OF
MOTORS

MINIMUM

0

MAXIMUM

500

AVERAGE

75

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

0 MOTORS

7

15%

>10 MOTORS

6

13%

10 TO 20 MOTORS

5

11%

20 TO 49 MOTORS

6

13%

50 TO 99 MOTORS

4

9%

100 TO 1000 MOTORS

7

15%

DON'T KNOW

7

15%

NOT APPLICABLE

5

11%
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8.

From where do you typically get guidance for motor
repair, replacement, and motor management decisions?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

MYSELF

23

23%

OTHER IN-HOUSE STAFF

19

19%

PLANT MANAGEMENT

5

5%

PLANT ENGINEERING

2

2%

COMPANY POLICY

4

4%

MOTOR SALES REPS

12

12%

MOTOR SERVICE CENTER OR REPAIR SHOP

25

25%

EMM FIELD CONSULTANT

1

1%

ELECTRIC UTILITY

6

6%

OTHER

4

4%

DON'T KNOW

0

0%

NOT APPLICABLE

1

1%

(Note that EMM field consultant was not an option for 26 out of 47 respondents because of changes to the
survey instrument.)

“Other” responses included:
•

BPA & Motor Challenge

•

Service contractor

•

City's engineering firm

•

Plant engineering magazines
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9.

Which do you think are the best sources for reliable
information on motor management and efficiency
practices?
RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

MYSELF

9

11%

OTHER IN-HOUSE STAFF

8

9%

PLANT MANAGEMENT

1

1%

PLANT ENGINEERING

4

5%

COMPANY POLICY

1

1%

MOTOR SALES REPS

11

13%

MOTOR SERVICE CENTER OR REPAIR SHOP

22

26%

EMM FIELD CONSULTANT

12

14%

ELECTRIC UTILITY

13

15%

OTHER

3

4%

DON'T KNOW

1

1%

NOT APPLICABLE

0

0%

(Note that EMM field consultant was not an option for 26 out of 47 respondents because of changes to the
survey instrument.)

“Other” responses included:
•

BPA & Motor Challenge

•

The electrical team

•

Plant engineering magazines
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10.

Below is a list of factors you may consider when
deciding whether to repair or replace a failed motor.
Please rate the importance of each factor in your
repair/replace decision using a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is
"not at all important" and 5 is "very important." (Note that
Q10 was not asked of the first 26 respondents because of changes to
the survey instrument.)

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

QUICK TURNAROUND TIME

4.38

57%

AVAILABILITY OF SPARE

4.10

43%

MOTOR SIZE (HP)

4.38

62%

COST OF REPAIR VS. NEW MOTOR

3.57

33%

REPAIR SHOP RECOMMENDATION

4.10

33%

MOTOR OPERATING COST

4.19

48%

ANALYSIS USING EM2 OR MOTORMASTER+

3.52

33%

11.

Which of the following best describes your use of motor
operating costs for motor management?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

W E'VE BEEN USING MOTOR OPERATING COSTS FOR SOME TIME

6

13%

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE CHANGED THE WAY WE USE MOTOR

4

9%

9

19%

18

38%

W E HAVE NO PLANS TO USE MOTOR OPERATING COSTS

3

6%

NOT SURE

6

13%

DON'T KNOW

1

2%

OPERATING COSTS

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE STARTED USING MOTOR OPERATING
COSTS

W E ARE GOING TO USE MOTOR OPERATING COSTS IN THE NEAR
FUTURE
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12.

IF YOU DON'T USE MOTOR OPERATING COSTS: What
keeps you from using motor operating costs for motor
management?
•

Management and administration.

•

Lack of consistent practice within Engineering and Maintenance.
Although the use of MotorMaster+ is recommended within our
internal standards, most find it cumbersome and, therefore, most
do not use it.

•

Management has full control over what we can do. At the present
time, as far as I know no one has concerned themselves with motor
management other than preventative maintenance.

•

Engineering staff decisions and company policy.

•

N/A

•

Time to review and implement a program.

•

Software.

•

We are just getting started on it. We just finally received the
software and are just now getting out palm pilots.

•

Costs to convert higher than payback hurdle set by company.

•

I am a consultant to the Sawmills trying to inform them about
motor operating costs.

•

Currently our shop is not in charge of the motor management
program.

•

Have many small motors and we are working on getting a database
started.

•

I am a consultant with Washington State Department of Ecology
and give technical assistance to cities. I refer them to resources
such as yours.

•

Until I have the free time to establish my database I will need to
deal with each problem as it arises.
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•

Manpower.

•

We got flat rate power.

•

Manpower for data entry and tracking. (Time!!!!)

•

History.

•

Just not Implemented yet.

•

We need to dedicate more time than we have to it.

•

Just getting the motor management program going and getting up
to speed with it.

13.

Which of the following best describes the use of
premium efficiency motors in your facility?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

21

47%

5

11%

3

7%

13

29%

W E HAVE NO PLANS TO USE PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

1

2%

NOT SURE

2

4%

DON'T KNOW

0

0%

W E'VE BEEN USING PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS FOR SOME TIME
SINCE ATTENDING THE SEMINAR WE'VE INCREASED OUR USE OF
PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

SINCE ATTENDING THE SEMINAR WE'VE BEGUN USING PREMIUM
EFFICIENCY MOTORS

W E PLAN TO START USING PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS IN THE
NEAR FUTURE

(Frequency missing=2)
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14.

IF YOU DON'T HAVE ANY PLANS FOR USING PREMIUM
EFFICIENCY MOTORS: What keeps you from having a
plan for purchasing premium efficiency motors for your
facility?
•

We have some that came with the latest remodel (2000).

•

Life cycle costs are the most important aspect of selecting a motor
for a specific application. Motor efficiency is only one variable in
motor design/application selection criteria.
Value engineering
requires
selecting
the
right
motor
for
the
right
application/environment for the right price. Premium motors are
not always the 'best' choice.

•

We are a state agency. We have limited money for maintenance
and repairs. The state goes by the lowest bid, lowest cost rule.

•

N/A

•

New installations only.

•

see above.

•

NONE

•

Don't know.

•

That is our first question of our vendor. Is it Premium Efficient?

•

We have plans to move in the direction of premium efficient
motors but have concerns of circuit breakers tripping of high
inrush current to start the motor. We feel we need to look at the
whole package of starting the motors as well as replacing them
with more efficient motors.
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15.

Which of the following best describes your use of
written guidelines for making motor repair/replace
decisions?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

12

26%

5

11%

3

6%

16

34%

W E HAVE NO PLANS TO USE A REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINE

3

6%

NOT SURE

6

13%

DON'T KNOW

2

4%

W E'VE BEEN USING A REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINE FOR SOME TIME
SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE CHANGED OUR REPAIR/REPLACE
GUIDELINE

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE STARTED USING A REPAIR/REPLACE
GUIDELINE

W E ARE GOING TO BE USING A REPAIR/REPLACE GUIDELINE IN THE
NEAR FUTURE

16.

IF YOU DON'T USE A WRITTEN REPAIR/REPLACE
GUIDELINE: What keeps you from using a written
guideline for motor repair/replace decisions?
•

Inconsistent practice throughout all Facilities within Puget Sound.
We really do not have a universal guideline or corporate policy.
This is something that is needed for 'standardization'.

•

What ever costs less to repair or replace, that is our guideline.

•

N/A

•

Not that closely involved.

•

Depends what’s wrong with the motor.

•

Lack of time to develop program. I also requested a Mac
compatible CD that isn't at this time available.

•

Not implemented yet.
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•

17.

Decision-making resides with one individual.

Which of the following best describes your interaction
with your local motor repair shop concerning their use
of a repair specification to ensure continued motor
efficiency?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

17

38%

3

7%

1

2%

13

29%

W E HAVE NO PLANS TO USE A REPAIR SPECIFICATION

3

7%

NOT SURE

6

13%

DON'T KNOW

2

4%

W E'VE KNOWN THAT OUR SHOP USES A REPAIR SPEC THAT
ENSURES CONTINUED MOTOR EFFICIENCY

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE ASKED OUR SHOP ABOUT THEIR REPAIR
SPECIFICATIONS

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE ASKED OUR SHOP FOR CHANGES TO
THEIR REPAIR SPECIFICATIONS

W E ARE GOING TO DEVEL OP A REPAIR SPECIFICATION IN THE NEAR
FUTURE

(Frequency missing=2)

18.

IF YOU HAVEN'T TALKED WITH YOUR SHOP ABOUT
REPAIR SPECIFICATIONS: What keeps you from talking
with your motor repair shop about repair specifications?
•

Again, its lack of consistency. We have many individuals who
interact with several repair shops. We hope to develop a standard
or guideline that addresses repair issues that will be embraced by
all facilities in the Puget Sound. We have a CBM motor standard,
but it is not used by all organizations. It is not known if any repair
shops use/refer to this internal standard.

•

Management.

•

N/A
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19.

•

Time is the major factor at this juncture. However, our facility has
very outdated motors, best to replace them as they fail with
Premium Efficiency.

•

Not involved.

•

Most of out motors are under 2 hp.

•

They are the professionals.
should be.

•

I haven't been in the job for long, so I haven't needed to check it
out. Also, the motors that would be replaced should probably be
changed to a higher efficiency.

•

A lack of time and the fact we don't have a lot of motor
replacement. In the past 7 years I've replaced one motor.

They should know what the spec

Which of the following best describes your use of a
computerized motors database to help you make motor
management decisions?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

9

19%

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE STARTED A MOTOR DATABASE

9

19%

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE CHANGED OUR MOTORS DATABASE TO

3

6%

18

38%

4

9%

NOT SURE

3

6%

DON'T KNOW

1

2%

W E'VE HAD A COMPLETE DATABASE AND HAVE USED IT FOR
MOTOR MANAGEMENT FOR SOME TIME

SUPPORT MOTOR MANAGEMENT

W E ARE GOING TO DEVEL OP A MOTOR DATABASE IN THE NEAR
FUTURE

W E HAVE NO PLANS TO USE A MOTOR DATABASE FOR MOTOR
MANAGEMENT
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20.

IF YOU DON'T HAVE A MOTOR DATABASE: What keeps
you from developing a database of facility motors for
helping you make motor management decisions?
•

We have several sites within the Puget Sound area. Some sites
have done more than others using internally developed
spreadsheets. Others have not started. The goal is to convert
existing information into EM2 for those that have data and to begin
using EM2 at other sites that have not done inventory. The goal is
to have one software program used by all (to allow roll up of sitebased data into a regional database). Eventually, we would like to
link the inventory into our current CMMS (Maximo).

•

Limited personnel, time involved to get started, and management.

•

Our HVAC contractor is doing the Motor management program. I
think they are going to use notebooks for the time being so that it
may be left at the facility.

•

We have a motor database and are now working on improving our
current database.

•

Not involved.

•

Time.

•

Time and unfamiliarity with the buildings.

•

Time and appropriate software.

•

Manpower.

•

Again, people power for data entry and management. (Time!!!)

•

Time and manpower.

•

Not Implemented Yet, Looking for PalmPilot to make job easier.
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xx.

Which of the following best describes your use of motor
load readings and other diagnostics to help you make
motor management decisions? (Motor load readings
and other diagnostics can be used to right-size motors,
identify bad motors, and direct maintenance actions.)
(This question was asked of the first 26 respondents,
and Q21 below was substituted for the last 21
respondents.)

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

10

38%

1

4%

2

8%

9

35%

0

0%

NOT SURE

3

12%

DON'T KNOW

1

4%

W E'VE BEEN USING LOAD READINGS AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR
MANAGEMENT FOR SOME TIME

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE BEGUN USING LOAD READINGS AND
DIAGNOSTICS FOR MANAGEMENT

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE CHANGED THE WAY WE USE LOAD
READINGS AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR MANAGEMENT

W E ARE GOING TO START USING LOAD READINGS AND OTHER
DIAGNOSTICS IN THE NEAR FUTURE

W E HAVE NO PLANS FOR USING MOTOR LOAD READINGS AND
OTHER DIAGNOSTICS

xx.

IF YOU DON'T USE MOTOR LOAD READINGS AND
OTHER MOTOR DIAGNOSTICS: What keeps you from
using motor load readings to help make motor
management decisions?
•

We have the ability to check the amps being used by a running
motor. That is about it. We in the maintenance dept. have had
little or no training, most of what we have learned over the years is
self-taught. Motors are not our only repair item; they are down on
the bottom of the list.

•

N/A

•

Not involved.
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21.

Which of the following best describes your plan for
critical motors when they fail? (This question was
substituted for Qxx above for the last 21 respondents.)

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

8

40%

2

10%

1

5%

W E ARE GOING TO CREATE A PLAN IN THE NEAR FUTURE

6

30%

W E HAVE NO INTENTION TO CREATE A PLAN

0

0%

NOT SURE

2

10%

DON'T KNOW

1

5%

W E'VE HAD A PLAN IN PLACE FOR OUR CRITICAL MOTORS FOR
SOME TIME

SINCE THE SEMINAR, WE'VE CHANGED THE PLAN FOR OUR
CRITICAL MOTORS

SINCE THE SEMINAR WE'VE CREATED A PLAN FOR OUR CRITICAL
MOTORS

22.

IF YOU DON'T HAVE A PLAN FOR CRITICAL MOTORS
WHEN THEY FAIL: What keeps you from having a plan?
•

WE HAVE A PLAN.

•

Time.

•

Priorities.

•

Soon to implement.
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23.

Would you say management at your company is very
supportive, somewhat supportive, or not supportive of
improvements to electric motor management? (This
question was not asked of the first 26 respondents, only
the last 21 respondents.)

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

VERY SUPPORTIVE

9

43%

SOMEWHAT SUPPORTIVE

8

38%

NOT SUPPORTIVE

2

10%

NOT SURE

1

5%

DON'T KNOW

1

5%

24.

Do you think that the cost savings benefits from
improving motor management are:

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

LARGE SAVINGS

23

49%

SOME SAVINGS

22

47%

SMALL SAVINGS

2

4%

SAVINGS ARE NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT TO US

0

0%

25.

Do you think that the motor reliability benefits from
improving motor management are: (Check one.)

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

LARGE BENEFITS

23

49%

SOME BENEFITS

22

47%

SMALL BENEFITS

2

4%

BENEFITS ARE NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT TO US

0

0%
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26.

Which of the following energy efficiency programs or
brands have you heard of or do you know something
about?

RESPONSE

KNOW
SOMETHIN
G ABOUT

HAVE
HEARD OF

DON'T
KNOW

NO
RESPONSE

MOTOR DECISIONS MATTER (MDM)?

2

11

28

5

COMPRESSED AIR CHALLENGE (CAC)?

3

10

29

4

MOTOR CHALLENGE?

5

11

27

3

20

17

9

0

NEMA PREMIUM EFFICIENT MOTORS?

27.

What kind of resources would help and support you to
change your motor management practices? This might
include things you need from your own management,
local repair shop, or whatever you think is valuable.
•

(Nine answered with the check box “None.”)

•

Information.

•

1) Training/Education - would like the EM2 class to be held at
several company sites (at least 3) to expose engineers and
maintenance staff to motor/energy management concepts. 2) Need
management/corporate
support
to
work
on
company
standards/guide specifications that address motor efficiency and
reliability issues. 3) Need to minimize the number of motor OEMs
and repair shops to minimize variability. 4) Need to work with
reduced number of OEMs/repair shops to improve use of
standards/guides as well as communication. 5) Time.

•

The state is in a financial crisis, yet the legislators aren't able to do
anything but cut programs and employees. Some of us will be
lucky to have a job next year. We can see the waste of state
government all around us, not just in motor management. To our
agency motor management would be just another futile attempt at
saving money for what reason? If my agency saves money, the
money allocated is cut the following year and given to another
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agency. Or more managers are hired that do nothing but cost the
taxpayers more money.
•

We have a very good repair center- I think they could help us by
suggesting appropriately sized replacements when we go in for
repairs.

•

Corporate Finance Guidelines on ROI limit our ability to upgrade
equipment.

•

Convincing management of potential cost savings by switching to
all premium efficiency motors..

•

Money to replace the old poor efficiency motors.

•

Technology info and updates from the Power Company.

•

Time.

•

Just having time to get it all going.

•

Not involved.

•

Time to do it.

•

Not sure.

•

Web page and email newsletters.

•

Time and software I can use (Mac).

•

Data gathering and maintaining personnel. I.e. new employees.

•

Programs that I could put on the computer to back to when needed
or to use for a reference.

•

Haven't given much thought. But soon implementing program and
will probably be looking for help.

•

Information on above item 26. Additional manpower to assign to
this task. We are an innovative plant with continuous projects and
priorities. We need to integrate this project into our system with
the people we have.
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•

28.

Palm pilots.

If you would like, one of the Electric Motor Management
field consultants can contact you to provide
information, materials, software, or support for
changing your motor management practices. Please
provide your name, email address and phone number
below so they can reach you.
•

29.

(Fourteen responses were forwarded to EMM.)

What is your job title or position?
•

(Three responses were empty.)

•

CBM / Electronic Tech SP. Lead (1)

•

Chief Engineer (2)

•

Director of Environmental Services (1)

•

Director-Environmental Systems and Refrigeration Technology (1)

•

E&I Maintenance Planner (1)

•

Electrical Engineer (1)

•

Electrical Planner (1)

•

Electrical Supervisor (3)

•

Electrician (3)

•

Electrician/stores Manager (1)

•

Environmentalist, Water Quality Program, Department of Ecology
(1)

•

Facilities Director (1)
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•

Facilities Project Manager (1)

•

Facility Technician (1)

•

General Manager (1)

•

Head of Maintenance-Public School (1)

•

Industrial Engineer (1)

•

Lead Operator (1)

•

Lead Reliability Engineer – Mechanical (1)

•

Maintenance Working Foreman (1)

•

Maintenance Engineer (2)

•

Maintenance Manager (4)

•

Maintenance Mechanic (1)

•

Manager (1)

•

Manager of Electrical Dept. (1)

•

Plant Engineer-Electrical Maintenance (1)

•

Plant Mechanic (1)

•

Project Coordinator / Public Works Treatment Plant Operator (1)

•

Project Manager (1)

•

Solutions Consultant (1)

•

Utilities Analyst (1)

•

Utilities Maintenance Technician (1)

•

Utilities Project Manager (1)

•

Utility Management Specialist (1)
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30.

WWTP SUPERVISOR

(1)

What are your responsibilities for motors?

RESPONSE

RESPONDENTS

PERCENT

PURCHASE

25

10%

SPECIFY

25

10%

SIZING AND DESIGN

21

8%

INVENTORY/DATABASE

29

11%

OVERSEE MAINTENANCE

25

10%

DAILY OPERATION

28

11%

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

29

11%

REPAIR

24

9%

INSTALL AND REPLACE

26

10%

TROUBLESHOOTING

30

11%

MOTOR MANAGEMENT

MOTOR MAINTENANCE

(The results above suggest that attendees’ responsibilities are relatively
uniform. Where there are more comment elements the values are higher,
and less common, lower. For example, since there were both operations
and engineering staff attending, then purchasing/specifying and
operation/repair are likely somewhat exclusive.)

31.

What type of company or organization do you work for?
(See above.)
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32.

Would you be willing to share the story of how you
improved your motor management practices?
•

Ten said ‘yes’ but only five provided contact names.

Don’t worry; we have ways to find the others. They can’t hide!
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Detailed Results of Motor Decisions Matter Sponsor
Interviews
Introduction
In December 2001, the sponsors of Motor Decisions Matter (MDM)
elected to have a third-party survey of sponsors to gather information on
how MDM is progressing and what might be done to make it more
effective. The interviews allowed sponsors to express their level of
satisfaction with the campaign, provide feedback on the use of campaign
materials, and understand how sponsors intend to assess campaign
success.
Summary Findings and Recommendations
•

The respondents’ view of MDM objectives was varied and was not
always aligned with the campaign objectives of MDM. For
example, some respondents focused solely on the specification and
use of premium efficiency motors rather than on the much broader
issue of motor management.

•

In terms of measurement of success, only a few respondents were
aware of how KPC, the implementation contractor, documents and
tracks the results of their public relations activities.

•

Nearly half of the respondents have yet to make any use of MDM
campaign materials or to integrate them into their current
promotion or marketing efforts. Even so, several sponsors had
positive ideas for improving the campaign.

•

The MDM message of motor management and planning is not
always on the minds of sponsors, compared to increased demand
for premium efficiency motors and quality repair services. All of
these objectives belong together and represent a long-term
approach to improving fleet motor efficiency.

•

The benefits of collective action by all sponsors and adoption of
the MDM messages should be considered as significant as the
public relations campaign efforts. Hearing these messages from
multiple sources could markedly increase exposure and credibility.
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The sponsors need to be provided a summary of MDM activities
and outcomes on a regular basis. The summary might describe
gross exposures through trade press to particular job titles in
specific kinds of organizations. What specific metrics should be
reported and are available should be agreed upon by the MDM
sponsors. This type of information should be put into a form that
will assist sponsors in continuing their support.
If it is not
currently part of KPC reporting, it should be. This will give
sponsors consistent feedback that the MDM campaign is
effectively reaching a large and diverse national audience.

•

Many MDM sponsors are interested in increased sales of efficient
motors and this should be considered as one of the major metrics
for measuring the progress of the campaign. Toward that end, it is
recommend that, in the short-term, utilities and regional efficiency
organizations proactively share their qualitative and quantitative
information on the market penetration of NEMA Premium motors.
Additionally, it would be helpful in the long-term if NEMA
Premium sales or market share on the national level, according to
motor size, were provided by NEMA.

•

Sponsors may also wish to discuss among themselves other
indicators that would be useful to them and potential ways to
collect the information. Means for gathering success indicators
could include collecting anecdotal evidence at conventions or
tradeshows. It should be noted that OIT is getting calls and
tracking the names and titles of those making inquiries about
MDM, and the MDM web site also provides a number of
interesting statistics about users.

•

A number of recommendations for changes to the MDM campaign
were made by sponsors during their interviews. These are detailed
in Question 23, but the most promising and easy to implement of
these are to: develop motor management training seminars; to
prepare financial ‘success stories;’ and to provide on the MDM
web site links to already published trade journal articles.

Methodology
Sixteen sponsors of Motor Decisions Matter and two EASA member
shops were interviewed during January 2002. The confidential interviews
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gathered information on perspectives and directions of the MDM
campaign. Not all of the sponsors could be included in these interviews
and so a sample was drawn from each sponsor category. Altogether, about
one-half of the sponsors were interviewed. The number of sponsors
interviewed by category is shown in Table C-1 below. Note that the
public relations firm implementing MDM was included under Energy
Conservation Organizations. Of the initial sample of sponsors drawn for
interviews, all but two were eventually contacted and interviewed. The
two contacted but not interviewed were motor manufacturers.
Table C-1: MDM Sponsors Interviewed by Category
MDM SPONSOR CATEGORY

TOTAL
SPONSORS

NUMBER
INTERVIEWED

10

5

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

4

3

MOTOR MANUFACTURERS

11

4

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

3

2

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

6

2

NA

2

34

18

ENERGY CONSERVATION ORGANIZATIONS

EASA MEMBERS
TOTALS

The interviews included 22 questions, most of which guided open-ended
discussion.
The interviews took about 30 minutes.
Sponsor
representatives hold various positions in their organization, from
Organization Director to Program Manager, but all had some
responsibility for electric motor efficiency or energy efficient motor
programs. Nearly all had responsibilities that included marketing or sales,
or had a background in marketing.
Detailed Findings
The sections below are organized by survey question. The responses to
each question are first described, followed by discussion and comments as
appropriate.
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View of MDM Objectives (Q-2)
The objectives of Motor Decisions Matter as described in the MDM web
site are:
Motor Decisions Matter is a national campaign encouraging the use of
sound motor management and planning as a tool to cut motor energy costs
and increase productivity. The campaign encourages commercial and
industrial end-users to develop a motor plan, with the assistance of their
local distributor, repair center or utility representative. A motor plan
addresses common motor decisions before they become a crisis and
ensures motor availability, enhanced productivity, and lower energy costs.
The Motor Decisions Matter Tactical Marketing Plan14 includes the
following description of objectives and strategy:
Key Stakeholder Audience:
.

Executive level staff, plant level managers, and distributors
and repair shops

Objectives:
1. Increase awareness of the benefits of motor planning

2. Increase demand for premium efficiency motors and motor
repair services

Strategies:

14

.

Promote the benefits motor planning to three key target
audience groups

.

Take advantage of the timeliness of the topic of energy
efficiency

.

Capitalize on the power of the unification of the program
sponsors

.

Create and promote motor planning tools

.

Utilize the trade and national mass media to distribute key
messages

KPC Motor Decisions Matter Tactical Marketing Plan, May 30, 2001.
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.

Define “premium efficient” motors

The sponsors were asked to describe their own view of the MDM
objectives. Typically, the sponsors described their perception of the
campaign’s formal goals, and also described goals that appeared to be a
projection of their own internal goals or those of their organization. Most
respondents described the messages and objectives as awareness of motor
planning and management, and said it was a high-level national campaign
targeting decision-makers.
Some respondents, but not just motor
manufacturers, focused entirely on the specification and use of premium
efficiency motors.
The sponsor’s views of MDM objectives were varied and may not be as
aligned with each other or with MDM objectives as they could be. This
may stem from some sponsors projecting their own internal goals onto
MDM.
Only a few saw the parallel implications of the benefits of
industry cooperation in addition to moving the market toward better motor
decisions. That is, that MDM is providing the motor and motor efficiency
industry (all the sponsors) with a unique opportunity to have a united
voice, which they perceive as an additional benefit of participating in
MDM.
Other Motor Programs or Activities (Q-3)
The sponsors were asked about any other motor efficiency activities or
programs in which their organization is involved. Their responses were
categorized in two ways – the first in terms of the activity itself, and the
second in terms of the activity target. Four activities were categorized.
These are: 1) programs which include incentives or information; 2)
promotions, such as manufacturer would put forth to sell products; 3)
recommendations surrounding motor issues; and 4) demonstrations of
motor efficiency. The activity targets were defined as: 1) a focus on the
use of premium efficiency motors; 2) motor management and planning;
and 3) comprehensive motor systems management.
Table C-2
summarizes the responses according to these two category sets.
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Table C-2: Categorized Other Motor Programs or Activities
PROGRAM OR ACTIVITY

NUMBER OF
SPONSORS

CATEGORY
INCENTIVE OR INFORMATION PROGRAM

6

MOTORS PROMOTION

4

MOTORS RECOMMENDATIONS

6

MOTOR EFFICIENCY DEMONSTRATION

1

TARGET
PREMIUM EFFICIENCY MOTORS

11

MOTORS MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING

2

COMPREHENSIVE MOTOR SYSTEMS

4

As expected, all sponsors have some motor efficiency activity besides
MDM. Most of these activities focus on the use or promotion of premium
efficiency motors, without a focus on motor management or motor system
efficiency.
Internal Success Indicators and Long-term Success Indicators
(Q-4 & 7)
The sponsors were asked how their organization typically evaluates the
success of a campaign like MDM. In general this appeared to be
something that most did not have specific metrics for. They were also
asked what about the more important long-term indicators of success that
they were looking for from MDM. Internal and long-term success
indicators are summarized together in Table C-3 for comparison. Note
that some respondents provided multiple answers.
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Table C-3: Internal and Long-term Success Indicators
SUCCESS INDICATOR

INTERNAL
INDICATORS

LONG-TERM
INDICATORS

RESULTS OF CAMPAIGN EVALUATION

0

2

ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE

2

0

CONTINUED SPONSORSHIP

2

5

MARKET TRANSFORMATION EFFECTS

4

7

PREMIUM MOTOR SALES

5

5

DON’T KNOW – NOT APPLICABLE

5

3

The idea of looking to increased premium efficiency motor sales as an
indicator came primarily from the sponsors that are motor manufacturers.
The market transformation effects that were considered by respondents
included the level of participation from motor users and the impacts on the
market in terms of awareness or changes in practice. For long-term
indicators, two sponsors would look to the results of a formal evaluation
of the campaign (using surveys, for example) for indications of success.
It appears that only a few respondents were aware of how the
implementation contractor, KPC, documents the public relations activities
that are the core of the MDM campaign. This has not been communicated
clearly to sponsors. When it is, the sponsors should be made aware of the
different metrics that are available and the costs of collecting them.
Success Indicators (Q-5 & 6)
The sponsors were asked what short-term indicators of success their
organization might be considering for MDM. They were also asked if
they had already experienced any of them. There were wide ranges of
success indicators described. Those most often cited in order of frequency
were: 1) exposure through trade journal articles; 2) positive mention of
the campaign by their end-users; 3) adoption of MDM campaign messages
by the sponsors; 4) adoption of the MDM campaign by motor service
centers; and 5) increase in premium efficiency motor sales.
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Only a few sponsors said they have been experiencing any of these
indicators. Two cited exposure through trade journals, one mentioned
adoption of the MDM message by sponsors, and one mentioned
production of MDM campaign materials. Table C-4 summarizes these
results.
Table C-4: Short-term Success Indicators
SHORT-TERM SUCCESS INDICATORS

NUMBER OF
SPONSORS
CONSIDERING

END-USERS FAVORABLY MENTIONING THE CAMPAIGN?

5

MORE AWARENESS AT UPPER MANAGEMENT LEVEL ?

3

MORE REQUESTS FOR NEMA PREMIUM MOTOR INFORM ATION?

1

NUMBER OF
SPONSORS
EXPERIENCING

INCREASED INTEREST AT TRADESHOWS?
MORE HITS AT THE MDM OR YOUR WEB SITE?
MORE DOWNLOADS OF THE MDM MOTOR PLANNING KIT?
MORE INTEREST IN QUALITY REPAIR SPECIFICATIONS?
MORE INTEREST IN MOTOR MANAGEMENT AND MOTOR OPERATING
COSTS?

1

TRADE JOURNAL EXPOSURE

6

PREMIUM MOTOR SALES

4

ADOPTION BY MOTOR SERVICE CENTERS

4

MOTOR PLANS DEVELOPED

2

ADOPTION OF MDM MESSAGE BY SPONSORS

5

DEVELOPMENT OF SUCCESS STORIES

3

PRODUCTION OF MDM CAMPAIGN MATERIALS

2

NA (EASA MEMBERS)

2

NONE

2
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Use of MDM Campaign Materials (Q-8 through 11)
Nearly half of the respondents have yet to make any use of the MDM
campaign materials or to integrate them into their current promotion or
marketing efforts.
Sponsors’ use of MDM campaign materials or
messages has been limited in most cases. Some respondents noted that it
takes time to adopt new messages into their marketing approach. Some
have provided links to the MDM web site from their own web site, and
several have also mentioned MDM in their promotional literature for endusers or staff. The uses of campaign materials are summarized in Table C5. Other ideas for broadening use of the MDM message are summarized
below under Question 23.
Table C-5: Use of MDM Campaign by Sponsors
MDM CAMPAIGN MATERIALS USE

NUMBER OF
RESPONDENTS

PROMOTIONAL LITERATURE AND ADVERTISING

4

TRAINING/INFORMING STAFF ABOUT CAMPAIGN

1

DISTRIBUTING MATERIALS TO STAFF

4

USING MATERIALS INFORM END-USERS

2

USING WEB SITE TO INFORM END-USERS

5

AT TRADESHOWS

3

DURING SALES CALLS OR SIMILAR ACTIVITIES

1

NEWSLETTERS

3

OTHER MENTIONS

4

It seems significant that sponsors have not yet taken up the MDM
campaign messages. Adoption of a uniform MDM message by sponsors
may be a more effective means of promoting the motor management
agenda than the national campaign efforts.
Collective promotion by
sponsors should be able to extend the reach of the campaign. A consistent
voice in promotion of the campaign and in use of the MDM materials
would be very positive and would make for a clear message that is heard
by motor users from multiple sources.
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For a program like MDM, the first order of business is raising awareness
on the part of motor users and their management. To do this, one has to
communicate the concept that motor planning and management leads to
lower costs and higher productivity. If this important message is repeated
in the same way by multiple sources (e.g., distributors, trade associations
and journals, motor service centers, utilities, etc.), it has greater potential
of being taken up by motor users.
Additional Sponsors or Support for MDM (Q-12)
Although fully one-third of respondents had no response to this question, a
number had suggestions for other parties to be involved in the campaign.
These included energy service companies, national distributors such as
WW Grainger, and original equipment manufacturers (OEM), particularly
for pumps and fans. In order to obtain broader support from utilities,
respondents suggested that more utility organizations and major local
utilities become involved. And finally, involvement of the Department of
Defense was recommended to help disseminate information to that arena.
It should be stated that that both CEE and NEMA already represent the
most active players in the manufacturing and utility arenas, and FEMP and
DOE represent government activities.
Although it was part of the question, none of the respondents mentioned
the kinds of additional support that might be appropriate. For example, no
one mentioned expansion of rebates or incentives to encourage the use of
premium efficiency motors.
Note that it is also possible that the
manufacturers and other sponsors are not aware that OIT and national and
regional efficiency information sources are available as a support
mechanism for motor users.
Local Utility Support (Q-13)
The sponsors were asked how important the support of local utilities or
efficiency organizations is to fulfill MDM goals. Two did not know,
while the majority (nine) described utility involvement as “important;” the
remaining sponsors (seven) described utility support as “fairly important”
or “very important.”
There may be little distinction between “very
important,” “fairly important,” or just “important” in the responses to this
question, but clearly sponsors recognize that utilities are influential and
critical to motor management and efficiency. A number of the sponsors
commented that utilities play a role in terms of credibility and influence,
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as well as for rebates they provide, and that they are in a unique position to
reach a broad local base because they have an ongoing relationship with
their end-users.
Clarity of MDM Messages (Q-14)
Sponsors were asked to describe how clear they felt that each of three
MDM campaign messages was. Not surprisingly, the primarily message
of reducing motor energy costs was generally felt by sponsors to be clearly
stated in the MDM materials. The other motor management benefit
messages of improving productivity and increasing motor reliability were
not believed to be clearly stated in the campaign, and there were a
substantial number of respondents that were unaware or had not
considered these as messages. Table C-6 provides a summary of the
responses.
Table C-6: Opinion on Clarity of MDM Campaign Messages
CAMPAIGN MESSAGE

SPONSOR RESPONSES
VERY CLEAR

CLEAR
ENOUGH

UNCLEAR

DON’T KNOW

REDUCTION OF MOTOR ENERGY COSTS

6

10

0

2

IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY

1

7

5

5

MOTOR RELIABILITY

2

6

5

5

Concerns about MDM Campaign (Q-15)
Among the eighteen respondents, three stated that they had no concerns
about the MDM campaign. About half of the sponsors were concerned
about the effectiveness of the approach being used to promote MDM –
which the target audience is huge and the method is diffuse. Another
group of sponsors had general concerns about getting feedback on
campaign activities with metrics that are meaningful to sponsors.
Whatever metrics are provided need to demonstrate to sponsors not only
the program’s effectiveness, but also justification for their continued
support. A few had concerns that the MDM messages seem to focus too
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much on motor efficiency alone, rather than including motor management
or motor systems. Several were also concerned about the web site not
being an effective means to reach people. (Although the Internet is
generally regarded as a very low-cost means to increase credibility and
disseminate information.)
MDM Web Site and Motor Planning Kit Rating (Q-16 & 17)
Five of the eighteen respondents have not reviewed or used the MDM web
site. Four think it is excellent, five believe it is good, and four think it is
adequate. Eight of the eighteen respondents have not reviewed the Motor
Planning Kit. Five think it is excellent, four believe it is good, and one
thinks it is inadequate.
It appears that sponsors could be taking a somewhat more active role in
MDM, at least to familiarize themselves and their staff with the campaign
by spending time reviewing the web site and campaign materials. The
possible benefits to sponsors from this could include the ability to cite
national program backdrop for their own individual organizations’ efforts.
Also, MDM needs feedback to ensure that the campaign is as effective as
possible, and sponsors are the best source for ideas for improvement or in
identifying potential content.
Improve Reach to Upper Management (Q-18)
The respondents were asked how MDM could improve its ability to reach
upper management at businesses that use motors. Seven sponsors said that
they did not know or that there was no way to reach these people. The
most often mentioned idea was to use a financial message, perhaps
characterized by presenting motor management as an “investment grade
opportunity.” Peer-to-peer testimonials or case studies, and a presence at
industry tradeshows were also suggested as a way to reach upper
management.
Finally, additional public relations efforts were also
mentioned several times.
Improve Reach to Operations Personnel (Q-19)
The sponsors were asked for ideas to help MDM improve its ability to
reach operations personnel. Two respondents said that they did not know.
About half said that continuing some form of the current public relations
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campaign would be effective, with additional mentions of article reprints
and case studies. Several suggested building internal company structure
as an effective means to reach them, essentially using the top-down
approach that is now part of the MDM message. Another group saw that
operating staff could be reached successfully by local entities such as
utilities or efficiency organizations.
Two particularly noteworthy ideas were to make article reprints available
on the web site (thus providing a means for operating staff to take this
message to their management) and broader dissemination of the message
through motor service centers and distributors to reach operating staff.
Improve Reach to Dealers and Motor Service Centers (Q-20)
Sponsors were also asked how MDM could improve its ability to reach
dealers and motor service centers. Two responded that they did not know.
Both EASA and local and regional organizations were cited (five
responses each) as being an effective channel.
The existing public
relations approach, training, and demonstration of a business model to
dealers and shops were also mentioned as potential ways to reach this
market (two responses each).
One sponsor mentioned that only market demand for motor management
and motor efficiency services by end-users would cause motor service
centers to offer them.
Current Trends (Q-21)
Sponsors were asked for any insights into what they think are current
major trends in the commercial and industrial motor market that the MDM
campaign should address or be aware of. Three respondents said they did
not know. More than half of the sponsors (eight) felt that at the time of
this interview, the market for motor sales and motor repairs were down –
that business was spending the least amount possible to keep production
running. Several others felt that the market for efficiency was on the rise
with greater awareness, particularly for NEMA Premium motors.
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Overall MDM Campaign Rating (Q-22)
Of the thirteen respondents that provided a numeric answer to this
question, the average overall rating given to the MDM campaign so far
was about 5.5 on a scale of 1 to 10. This result is very low for what was
essentially the self-rating of an internal program. It could be that either
the achievements of the campaign have not been communicated well
enough to sponsors, or those that have been are underwhelming to most.
Key Changes to Improve MDM (Q-23)
Three of fifteen sponsors had no suggestions when asked about key
changes to the MDM campaign. Several others had ideas that could
possibly be brought before the entire group for discussion. These ideas
have been regrouped by concept and are summarized below.
A Tool Kit Approach
It was suggested that there could be some sort of tool kit, and perhaps also
training for sponsors to help them fully utilize the MDM message and
materials. As direct support and promotion by sponsors is critical to
success of the campaign, this could be effective as long as a meaningful
number of sponsors agreed to include MDM in their promotional
activities.
Tradeshow Concepts
Since a simple tradeshow display has already been developed, it could be
made available to sponsors to increase MDM visibility as an adjunct to a
sponsor booth. Sponsors might use "I'm an MDM Sponsor" as one of their
tradeshow messages. With MDM freshness diminishing and fewer ad
placements, the tradeshow and convention route might make sense,
especially by producing collateral materials that the sponsors will use or
present.
Presentation and Training Concepts
Several organizations are discussing development of presentations or
training seminars for national use that focus on motor and motor systems
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messages. MDM sponsors could implement these seminars, or
their presentation through regional efficiency organizations or
utilities.
One regional organization (NWEEA’s Electric
Management) has developed an effective half-day training session
focus on motor operating costs as the core rationale for
management.

support
electric
Motor
with a
motor

Case Study Concepts
Several sponsors suggested peer-to-peer testimonials or financial case
studies that target upper management. These could perhaps be developed
in the form of a “success story” rather than a more formal case study
format. These success stories would show motor planning as both an
appropriate management decision and as a financial investment, perhaps
using the concept of motor management being an “investment grade
opportunity.”
Web Site Suggestions
There was some interest in making improvements to the MDM web site
and the Motor Planning Tool Kit. The changes would include providing
users specific action items, such as asking their facility manager to
develop a motor management plan, and providing links to published trade
journal articles as a support vehicle for a bottom-up approach. Operations
staff could find a recommended approach for their particular circumstance
or industry, then print out the article, case study, or testimonial that
supports their point of view to arrange a compelling package to present to
their manager.
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MotorTracker Tag
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